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Lthough a Discourse of Solid Bodies be an uncommon and neglected
Part of Geometry, yet that it is no inconsiderable or unprofitable
Improvement of the Science will (no doubt ) be readily granted by
such, whose Genius tends as well to the Practical as Speculative
Parts of it, for whom this is chiefly intended.
Though enough may seem to have been writ concerning the Five
■yvc.v

Regular Bodies, by Euclid and others , yet 1 purpose not to
be con-

fin’d to the usual Methods , nor to infill at all, or very little , upon such Matters as are treated of by others ; that Part being only
premis’d as an Introduction to some other Solids that may seem of a
superior Degree,
whereof ’Twelve ( I presume) New Geometrical Bodies are herein to be
exhibited
to publick
Notice * some of which may possibly be as Elegant and Beautiful (
if truly form ’d according ’to the Rules herein prelcrib ’d) as any of that Nature hitherto
known.
The
Method designed is, Firsts after

a short Description , to lay down certain Rules

accurately to form or cut every of the Bodies out of a Cube or
Parallelepipedon (or both)
as may be most proper , eafie and expeditious ; and some of
them
also whose Bases are
most numerous from the Sphere, and other more simple Bodies, (with
Figures adapted
to every of them ) all the requisite Parts or Distances being
exprefs’d in Surd Num¬
bers or Species equivalent , for the greater Accuracy, and likewise by
a sufficient Number
of Decimal Figures.
R r
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To give the exact Dimensions of the Perpendiculars , or Diagonals and Sides of
each of the Bases in Surds also, or in Species and Decimal Figures.
3dly, The Radii or Semidiameters of the several Circumscribing and Inscrib’d Spheresi
4 thly, The Area of the Bases distinct , and the whole Superficies.
5thly, The total Solidity of every Body : All in Surds or Species, and in Decimal Nunt>
hers.
Besides (in d istinct Papers ) there will be small but exact Draughts of every Body tru¬
ly delineated , according to the strictest Rules of Perspective , of most of them in seve¬
ral Postures, such as may give the truest Idea and most just Representation of their
Forms -, together with -Figures of the several Solids out of which they are to be cut, and
all the Lines necessary, in order thereto , drawn upon them , distinguish ’dby Letters , viz.
upon the inclining Bases (to avoid Confusion) only so many as serve for one or two Secti¬
ons of every Kind, but upon the erect Front of every Cube all the Lines that must be, are
drartm (tho’ some without Letters ) more clearly to shew how every Base ought to ap¬
pear after the Delineation is finish’d, before any Section is cut.
The Semidiameterof the Inscrib’d Sphere , in all (except the Tetraelron ) is propos ’d
to be — b—i, oooo , Lcc. that the Altitude or nearest Distance of the Parallel Bases of
every of the Bodies may be rendred equal , whereby their Proportion to each other , and
to the Cube and Sphere will be the more evident . I have propos ’d, and endeavour ’d to ex¬
two) it
(
press the several Quantities in Surd Numbers , since in every of the Solidsexcept
unlimited,
and
perfect
most
’tis
)
attainable
where
(
all
in
and
,
natural
is .most proper and
consequently will be most satisfactory to the Judicious . And every of the Quantities re¬
quisite for the other two Bodies, are express’d in Species equivalent to Surds ; yet for
the Ease of such as may account their Reduction too great a Labour , I have rendred all in¬
to such a competent Number of Decimal Figures as will answer any Design that may
be propos ’d. And here it may not improperly be obferv’d, That the Computations ne¬
cessarily requir ’d about these Solid Bodies, affords such an Exercise and Improvement
of the Doctrine of Surds, as can scarce be supposed to occurr in any other Part of
Geometry.
Although the Cube and Sphere are Solids so common and well known , as to need no
Description , yet being the Original Generative Bodies, all the reft having some Relation
to , or Dependance upon them ; and besides, to render their mutual Comparison more
easie and obvious, I shall give some Account of their constituent Parts.
The Cube AGDHLNP , Fig. i . is a Solid comprehended under six equal Quadrangles
or Squares : TheSide AG= HL = PN, &c.= Æ= i,ooo , 8fc. The Diagonal AH= HN = NA
Spiers
- - - /r —,1^ 41421536237309504880169 : The Diameter of the circumscribinginscrih'^
the
of
Diameter
The
:
2935z
568877
07
08
5
320
1,7
3=
bV
—
uiagonal
or internal
= b — 1 : The Area of each Square Base — bb — 1 : The whole Stipes'
=
SphereBE
—
fides = 6bb 6— . The Solidity— bbb I,.
, &c. The Superficies of th*
--The Diameter of the Sphere ABDE , Fig. 3 . = 51,000
: Its Solidity —,5235987755982988730771.
=
Sphere 3,14159265358979323846
idly,

The Tetraedron,

Fig.

4.

IS a solid Pyramidal Body comprehended under four equal Equilateral triangular Ba¬
ses, like BHA, Fig. 2 . The easiest and least wastful way of cutting it, is from th6
Cube , Fig. r . Make the Side of the Cube AG = AD, Lrc. ---- pbV3 — ,8660254037'
84438647 . Upon every Base draw a Diagonal so as to join to each other , as, AH, HN> ,
NA ; and by these Diagonals cut off four Pyramidal Segments, like AHDNA , which pet-

cf

Solid

Bodies

, tec.

6j

perfect the Body, so that its perpendicular Height from the Center of each Base to the
Angle opposite or Vertex, shall he --- - - i , oqo, &c. But the common way of cutting
the Tetraedron, is from a Parallelepipedon
, Fig. 2. whose Sides BA, CD , NM , must be
±bV6 1,2247448713915890491
—
, CN, DM, AL --- - -- 1,000 , &c. and CB, DA,
ML , — %bVz—
1,0606601717708212866
. Bisect all the Sides with the Lines EH, IF,
HG. OP, FN , PZ ; join BH and HA and draw the like Lines on the opposite Side, which
will form one triangular Base; set off
= | CB — ,3535533905932737622 from
B to R, and from A to K draw the Parallel RK, join KL, the Point X shall be the Vertex:
Cut off the Prism RBAKL : Make BS = AT = HW = HV = fBA = 4- /6 -- ,4082482904638630164 . Draw the Lines WT , VS intersecting each other in the Vertex X.
Join WG, VG, TL and 8 with the opposite Angle; cut off the two Segments GWTADML,
GVSBCN, whereby the Body will be finish’d at three Sections. Always observing to *^ 3
draw all the Lines upon the Cube or Parallelepipeds before any Segment is cut off ; and
new Lines must be drawn upon the Plane made by every Section, from the Termination
of the Lines which are cut off on every fide : Ex . gr. After the Prism RBKAL is cut off,
new Lines must be drawn upon the Plane thereby made, from X to L and to the oppo¬
site Angle ; tho5no Notice need be taken hereof in the former Method of cutting this
Body from the Cube (which will certainly be the more expeditious, as well as the more
plain and easie way, tho’ it require one Section more, there being so little Trouble in
the Preparation;) But the Neglect hereof, where there are more Bases, will involve
the Work in an inextricable Confusion; so that ’tis of absolute Necessity it should be ob¬
served in the cutting of all the other Bodies, where the Lines and Sections will be more
numerous; Wherefore this Caution is to be taken along through the whole.
The Side of the Triangle or Base BH = HA = AB = 4- V6 — 1,2247448713915890-

491013575.
The Perpendicular of the Triangle HE ----21,0606601717798212866
----. Radius
of Circle circumscribing the Base — 4- /2 = ,70710678 , &c. Radius Circle inserib’d

ibVz = 35355339059327376220042.
,

Radius of the circumscribing Sphere = \b 75
= . Radius of inscribed Sphere= i ^= , 25.
Radius of Sphere passing through the middle of every Side ----- ^bV 3 = ,43301270189-

221932338186.
The Area of the Base or Triangle = -\ -bbVg = ,649519052838328985073.
The Superficies --- 4- -V3 ----- 2,59807621135 .3315940291 * The Solidity = 4Wg =
== ,2165063509461096616909.
The

OSaedron
, Fig. 5*

Is a Solid comprehended under Eight equal equilateral triangular Bases, consisting of
two square Pyramids, whose Bases are join’d together.
The easiest and most simple way of cutting it, is out of the Parallelepipedon, Fig. 6.
Whose Length EG, CA, Q1M, = 3/3 = 1,7320508 , &c. Breadth and Heighth CE, AG,
MK, GK, AM, cd , — ±W 6 1,22474487139
=
, Lee. Bisect all the Sides by the Lines
DH , BF, BP, RN , NI , HL, &c. Draw Diagonally BD, DF, FH, HB, and BR, RP, PN,
NB , and the like on the two opposite Sides. Cutoff the Prisms BHLMP, BNIGF,
FHGKL, PNMKI , DCBPQ ., RBCEF, DEF and RQP, in all Eight, finishing the 08 aedron, whose Altitude or nearest Distance betwixt the opposite parallel Bases will be
= b 1,0000
=
, Lcc.
But a nearer way, and less expensive of Materials, wul be from the Parallelepipedon,
Pig. 7 . whose Length DE, BA^LK = AV2 = 1,41421356,8tc. Height BL, AK, EG=

b i-=»
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. Breadth BD. EA, GK --- \bY6 1,22474487
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, &c. Bisect the Sides BD, AE, KG,
$bY2 =?,3*3fT ? 390?9 ?2737622 ;
—
with the Lines CP,PN : Set off EH = AF = LM
one triangular Base CPH: Draw the
c
ing
'
Draw the Parallel EH,and join FC and CH complea
—,
= PQ . — -fAE = i -bV6408PR
make
;
FK
like on the opposite Side, join MB, ME,
and
FHEAKG
Prism
the
Cutoff
;
.
248290463863016367 ; Join RN , QN , Qfi , FR,HQ
Segments
four
the
off
cut
then
;
Planes
those
its opposite BMLD ; continue the Lines on
whereby the Body
MFRNK , HQNGE , CFMLB , and the like under the Triangle CHD ,
Sections.
fix
at
is form’d
— 1,73205It may also be cut out of the Cube , J # . 1. making all its Sides — bVi
oft Eight
cutting
then
&c.
,
GD
AH,
Diagonals
two
with
080756888 , crossing every Side
and wailful , needs
Inch Pyramidal Segments , as in the Tetraedron ; but this being so easie
not further be infilled on.
, &c. The Perpen¬
---The Side of the Triangle or Base FH — CH — \W 6 1,22474487
= ±bV3—
dicular CO — -\-bV2.= 1,06066, &c. The Radius of the Circumscribing Sphere
of the
Radius
5.
--4.6
=
d
Inscrib’
- - 866027403784438646764 . Radius of the Sphere
?.
,
=
6123724356957945245
^bV6
Sphere passing through the middle of each Side =
V3
3&
=
Superficies
The
&c.
,
,64951905
—
The Area of the Triangle or Bale --- 4W3
,86602540 8ic.
= 5,1961524227066 &c. The Solidity of the OBaedron = \bW 3 =
approaching nearest to the Cube.
, Fig, 9.
The Dodecaedron
The com¬
Is a Solid comprehended under Twelve equal equilateral Pentagonal8.Bales.
Sides AD,
whose
Fig.
,
Cube
the
from
is
it,
cutting
of
d
Metho
simple
mon and most
Altitude may bs
DC , see. must be= bY4.—~V 5 --- 1,1755705045849462583374 , that its
prickt Lines
the
and
OH,
,
EG,NL
Lines
; Bisect every Base with the entire
= b r,=
end of the
either
From
:
Bases
contiguous
the
upon
ons
NP , RO , GQ , in contrary Positi
=NS , N W,
prickt Lines set off both ways ~bVl4 —VY5 — ,22451398828979268622
, XY , FZ,
ST
,
WV
Parallels
the
Draw
kV, PT , GX , GF , QY , QZ , Ob , Oe, Rq , Rd .
GBedAE,
SbOHCT,
,
NBXYKL
Prismes
cd, bq, and pin NX , PF, 80 , WR : Cut off the
Twelve.
all
in
,
Cube
the
of
Edge
every
off
one
RAWVD , PCFZI , 8tc. viz.,
be from the
But a more expeditious and less wastful way of cutting this Body, will
=
Parallelepipedon , Fig. 10 . whose Length DC , AB, EG — bV5 —b 1,236067977499, Lcc. its Height
1,17557050
—
789696409 ; its Breadth DA , BC, FG = bV4 — 4V5
, RO , OP , itf,
KM
LK,
: Bisect every fide with the Lines HI,
AE, BG, CF = b 1=
be
commodiously
more
much
may
fince from these middle Points the several Distances
set off than from the Angles.
, and OT =7
1. Make if Q, = L S = Mq = ^bY5 — 4- — ,3290169943749474241
QS , TV,
Parallels
the
Draw
.
1180339887498948482046
= ■,
PV = RM = [bV5 — b ■
qElN,
Triangle
the
under
it
like
join QT , qm, whereby the Prism QBTVCS , and another
may be cut off, in all Two.
, and HZ ^=
idly, Make IW = IX = bV'~ —~T% ,— 1241082803466790462860723
and Oh^
,
HY = Nt = Ny = II = lo t= bV^ — -ris-Y? ~ ,525731112119133606026
YX,ZW , Wh,ub,
Ru = Pg =4 b —46/5 = , 381966011250105151795 . Draw the Lines_
and two mote
off,
Xg , ht , yg , whereby the Segments WBhuAZ , YXgCD may be cut
.
like these off the opposite Angles, in all Four .
'
and
,
* = ,045084971874737120511467
3dly, Set off Ld = Ke =5M r = 4-/5 y—
j=s ,32491969623290632615587 , and
—
Hb = Ha = Np == Nk == bYi 4/5

tf
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Mf -- # — '\ W$ , == 5T72949016875
*1577275931; Draw the Lines a J , be (com pleating
the Pentagon a.liy ^ ) andef , Br, lk , po, o x, whereby the Segments beAEf, klBnrGk,
may be cut oft; and two more like these off the opposite Edges, in all Four, which will
finish the Body by ten Sections, so as its Altitude shall be = b i=
.
The Radius of the Circle circumscribing the Pentagonal Base - 1 38196- =
6ou 250 ios :i 5i 7954 i 3- Radius of the Circ le inscribed in it,

»* = 4V5 —

= 30.
,

901699 &c. The Side of it — bYy —y /y — ,44 9027976579585372442. The Ra¬
dius of the Circumscribing Sphere - 4^ 15—6^ 5 - ,629204286182409484852878'.
Radius ot the Sphere palling through the middle of every Side —~
£by/\_4V5 = , 5877.
852522924731291687. Radius of the inscribed Sphere — 46 = , 5!
The Area of one Pentagon or Bale — \bbV *4—yy 5 = , 346 893 1892 82 21 93 918 17.
The Superficies= 15WV —*TVf - 4, 162718271 3866327018.
The Solidity of the Dodecaedron= -lb>V^ — \WJ 693786378564438783635.
= ,
The

Icosaedron
, Fig, 11.

Is a Solid contained within twenty equal equilateral triangular Bases. To cut this Bo¬
after the common Method, so that its Altitude shall be = b 1.
=
The Side of the Cube, Fig, 12 must be \bVi 4?— ^ 3 =1,070466269319269795656.
Bisect every Side with the Lines EG, NP , NL, RO, OH, GQ ., alternately prickt and
entire, as in the Dodecaedron. Then ist. From every of the middle prickt Points set off
both ways to S, W, T V, X, Y Z , a, b, d, f. e, Zfc. xbVi—4V15 = ,330792269124dy

803748936 . Draw the Parallels WV , ST, XZ , Ya, be , df ; and the like on the opposite

Sides. J' inNX , Gb, SO, WR , YP, P«, N/2, &c. by which the Prisms SBOHCT,
XbNLKZ, bBGEAe may be cutoff , and one like these off every other Edge of the
Cube, in all Twelve.
2dly, From every middle Point set off on both Sides 4W15— bVl = ,20444086553483 k1488923 = Pm == PI = Ng = Nh = Ei = Ek, Lee. Join hn, gk , i m, lo , oq , n t,

rw,ps,th, &c. Cutoff the PyramidshBnt, kAgx, lCoq, and the like off every other
Angle, in all Eight forming the Body by twenty Sections. But from the Parallelepipedon, Fig. 1 $. it may with less Waste and mote Expedition be form’d, making the

LengthpC - AB —GF — bV5 —b =1,2360679774997896964 •, the Breadth BC = AD,
= GE — -bviS —^bVi ~ 1,07046626931926979566, and the height- ED —AG = FB
;a=i — 1. Bisect every Side by the Lines, HI, Mk, IK, LM, LN, pm.

1. Make lO = HR— K> — ±b—
—1909820056250525758977
,
, and LP—
N (X= M* = \W %- b = , 1180339887498948482 : Draw the Parallels OR, PCX, and
the like on the opposite Sides from a and * : Join PO, a * : Cut off the Prism OAPQDR
and another like ir under •3-F*, in all Two.
'
2dly. Make HW = IS = Ky 4^ 5- ^ = ,545084971874737: 2051, and kX —
kT — p[j. ~ Pa tW; 13629391035655409926
= ,
L<c. and FV — A? —
D| = 4t ^5 I'— 7r ; ,479237387624884333025 : Draw the Lines ST, WX, (limiting
the Triangle) and SV, yv, vg, a £, whereby the Pyramids STbV, y ^ G mav
cutoff;
and two more like them off the opposire Angles under the Triangles WCXbe and
aE£
in all Four.
’
idly. Make As = Do = F<
h=
.y
—, 585410196624968454461, and mn =
mi = 4^ 3—4 bV 15 = , 22052817941653583262,and 1/8=
Kb
= 44-/V5 —\b 47.
= ,
98373876 ike. and pq =
= 4^ 15 — 4^ ? - ,3y6S2'2oS978c?773c899319 ; Join
Ss
si.

jo
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by which the Segments giAfhG , noDEq , and two more like these
si , no, ig, rq ,
from the opposite Angles, may be cut off, in all Four.
, and 1*=
,
— '-£ b —169118960624631968716
4 tbly, Make Ix = Hz = Kt —
—
—
:78334879 , and mr = m£'= i -bVif 4/1/3
—,
Hw — b— '-j bV56008130618775
,376822089 8tc. and Le — Ns = ‘-Jb — %bV7 — ,47491702812726287949 : Join xw,
xy, tS, Sr, rs, < -, hence four Segments may be cut off, vl%. tSrfEGt , < DEGg,
yxwCBFy , «zCBrt exactly alike , in all four.
7tbly, Make mc = mZ = 4- / 17 — 4/1/3 — ,27278782071310819872 , and kY —
kd = pu = per = IV 3 — -}bV 17 — ,44107627883307166724 ;and La —Mb = Ne =
. Draw the LinesZY , cd, ce, Za , ab, au,
= ,
- bV7 —* 2b236067977499789696409
ev. Cut off the Segments YZAabBY, auGFba, and two more exactly like and direct¬
ly opposite to these, in all Four ; finishing the Icosaedron by eighteen Sections.
:
—,
The Side of the Triangle or Base = IbV ^—^bVi^ 661784738249607497872
-. The Radius of the Cir¬
Its Perpendicular= -?-/>—46/7 —,5729490168771777276931
cle circumscribing it = \b —-\ bV> — ,3819660112701071717974 : Radius of the Circle
7778977 : The Radius of the Circum¬
^
lnscrib’d — $b—±bVs190983007627072
scribing Sphere = 4/V17 —6/y - ,62920428618240948487 : Radius of the Sphere
:963489791:
135467
passing through the middle of every Side = ^ 17—4^ /3 =
17,1897Of the Inscrib’d Sphere — Ib 7— , : The Area of the Base — y/iV3 —
—
3,790742107ybWi$
—
?
*/
V’i
‘
—
Superficies
whole
27105384978900064 : The
,
$ — '-£ bW 15 —631757017949806300021.
69917800128 : The Solidity — h? bW ■
Besides these Five Regular Bodies, there are two others no less known , which well de¬
serve Notice ..
1 . The Body of Twelve Rhombs , Fig, 14 . I , 2.

fixing
Is a Geometrical Solid apparently deriv’d either from the Cube or OBaedron, by
Planes upon every Fdge perpendicular to that Axis which passeth from the Center of the
Body through the middle of each Edge or Side. These Planes coinciding directly over the
Centers of every Base, in the Cube terminate in that solid Angle which is compos ’d of
four of the Acute Angles of the Rhofnbs; in the OEtaedron of three of their Obtuse An¬
gles : So that the Side of the Cube becomes the shorter Diagonal of the Rhomb , and the
Side of the OSaedron the longer . The Dimensions of both being redue’d to the’ Propor¬
,
tion 16 chosen that the Altitude may be ~ b 1= , it is cut out of a Parallelepipedon
. breadth and height
Fig. 17 . whose length GH, FA, MK - bV2 — 1,414213762373 Lcc
FM , AK, HI, FG , AH, IK, —b— 1, : Bisect the longest Sides round about with the
Lines BE, BL, &c. Draw the transverse Lines, FE , EG, BH, AE, FL, BM , BK, LA, Ltc.
forming the Rhombs BCDE, BNLP ; and the like on the opposite Sides. Cross the two .
other Sides with Diagonals , as Al, HK , &c. Cut off the triangular Pyramids BHAKB»
BGFMb, AEHIA,1KLA1, and the like off the other four opposite Angles; finishing the
?,
6123724376977945245
Body at eight Sections The Side of the Rhomb BD —-fbVB=
The longer Diagonal BE ~ b — 1, : The shorter CD — 4^/2 — ,7071067811867477'
244 : The Radius of the Circumscribing Sphere = 4/V2 — ,7071 &c. Of the Inscrib’d
= 4b5= , . Radius of the Sphere which paffeth through .the Obtuse Angles of the Rhombs
? 3?o79327Z7622 :
= ,
&c. The Area of the Rhomb - ±b*V235357
= ,
= j/ >/6 61237
The Superficies = 3W2 = 4,2426406871192851464 : Lastly, the Solidity = 4- 1/2 ^
=,70710678118654752440.
2

ly

V

u

2. The

1

IV

Body of Thirty

ii

W

IV

JL C

W

Ci

7!

, Frjj. i6 . 1, 2.
Rhombs

islegant Geometrical Solidetfdemly deduc’d either from the Dodecaedron or
by placing Planes upon all the Edges of either of’ them, every way peroendi
cular to that Axis which passe- u through the middle of each Side or Edge, so that the
Side of the Dodecaedron .becomes the shorter Diagonal of the Rhomb, and the Side of the /
, if the acuter
cofaedron the longer: Consequently’tis easily reduced back to a Dodecaedron
Solid Angles be cut oss through the five adjacent shorter Diagonals of the Rhombs , or m

l"very

Icofaedmn

cut oss through the three nearest longer
n§* es
° tU^ r ^
Diagonals™7** ^ ^
This Body is so commodiouslyCut from the Cube as to exclude all other Methods
17. Make the Sides of the Cube AB, BC, AE, &c = b i= : From every Angle
apl "ay
°K AL,
- A
BQ, Ci , CO, CX, DM, ON , &c. or if it be thought more
61, BR,"V‘
Ax, urn
AR,
convenient to set it oft from the middle Points, the Sides may be bisected by the Lines
b r— i8o ?3q&8-t,io
kl, hi, Lcc. and kL, kM^ Ni , iO, 1P, IQ .hl, bK, &c. made=
8,4848,0 , : Join KD, AN, AR, IC, BO, Y8, SE, ZG,BT , OG ' fH VC?’,S
like on the opposite Sides. Draw the transverse Lines KCf, AP, LC, ’mo’ IL BM on
the i lkf ° n 311 o ^ er S'des; by which the triangular Pyramids APBRA.IBCSL
^r5KBQGK, and three exactly like these, must be cur off every of the other Angles'- Alwavs
liking care to continue the Lines upon the remaining Plane after any Section is made
They will amount in all to Twenty-four, by whseh the Body will be perfected
= ,
. The Side of the Rhomb d e^r d g, &c, = ^bYs- 17 }363271264002684429477,.
its Perpendicular gm = bVi- ^V5 = ,324919696232906^2615587 : The longer Dia¬
gonal df = \-bV%~ Lb - ,6180339887498948482 ; The shorter
1 >~
J.
: The Radius of the inscrib’d Sphere =
=,3 8i 9^6° ri2joiosi5i8

= ,587785252292473129.
—
~
I *! ? 6 RadiUS ° fthe Circumscribins Sphere4V5
The Radius of the Sphere passing through the Obtuse Angles of the Rhomb = ' hVi*
&>
, *2?3134659634897912998.
r - TrbVi=53
&c
—,
The Area of the Rhomb = 46V %—b1118033988
The Superficies == 15 W5 —306* - 3,J4r ° J9662496845‘446r4.
The Solidity of this Body - .4^ 5- - ; ^' -- ,59016994^ 74947424102
There remains another Geometrical Solid, comprehended under six equal Squares and
thirty-two equal equilateral Triangles, Fig. 19. not so common and well known as anv of
the former, yet nothing less elegant, though of a far more intricate and difficult Deri™
tion : The Notion hereof was imparted by a Friend, who understood so much of it as en
abled him to draw the several Parts upon Paper or Past-board, and fold them up into a
due Form : At his Request I undertook to give a more full and exact Account of all its
Parts and Dimensions, and to lay down a regular and certain Method of forming or cut
6 tul
ting it, as follows.
Let ihe Sides of the Cube K , , 8. BC, GE, FD, &c. be = J = , . The firtt thins
to he found upon which all the rest depends, is the Spice AX = BP= CH = DN Lcc
which being put = * is discovered, by the Cubick affected Equation xxx ft- bxx = %bbb
to be =

±bV

+
19+ 3V33 iVTp

=
— z/zz - \b Al

= ER = Gb = BS = Ga =
Ff

The
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Ff = Dk = C2 = Ex = Ai = x - ,419643377607080566275926282326. Or if it be
judg’d more convenient to set it off trom the middle Points, », £>«, £,/*>*>*, t^p, then
will £H, £x, -P, «I, -&N , *5, »X, «K, xb, *i, *S, *d, /*R, ?a, xt, Stc. be = 4b —
:_

; _

_

}._

^ ,303435090726427970756418527

**

— -^ ✓19' +" ^ 33 — 4AV19— 3V33= ,080355^22292919433724073717^74= ^ —*.
The Square of at= ,1761005643694788072547508517866, and xxx= ,07389943563052l^ >d = 4^ — x3,and x*4= **— x^&c. Make Ar,
11927452491482134 = 4' — xx ->
Bp, CO, DM, Ag, D*, Fy, Gc, GV, ET, BW, AY = - 77^ = 4x4= ,1240456350849.
37‘,
§57952949296895, or «t.p£ . $0 , »M, »g, w . jy»*c, ^V, ^T, »W, *Y = 4 — 4*4=
.595436491; Sic. Make also Bh, Ao, D-, Cm, Dz, Aq, Gw, Sic. = 7qp-'J -”»= —
=_

4 — 4K1

, xQ_, t*V, 8tC. =
, -Am, VZ
, MfT
, or £h, MO

= I_IA£! = ,79656490927357 &c. Lallly, make Bk, Bs, Dn, Ce, At, Aq,
t -v
4 - 4»l
rfiTi ?
= ,089694727820716087730744419, or *k, */ ; ^ ,Ce,t »,
AL, GZ
_

- .410305272179 Sic. Draw the Lines LN,PO , HM,
*q, *L, fZ =5
Xp, Ky, ga, iw, cf, VI, RW, bT, SY, forming the Squares « /3 yJ ', Sic. Join r h, re, km,
in;, qz, Zo , Qy; wL, and X<T , ol, Lg, tq, &c. Cut off the Segments pXAfj.1dp,
ZoAlVGZ , and wLAgaGw, htAqSBh-, and two like these off every other Edge, in all
Twenty-iour : Continuing the Lines upon the Planes made by every Section.
idly, Join X£, Kp, Nx, Els, Kb, bP, Id, Xf, Sic. round every Angle: Cut off the
triangular PyramidsK«AbK, £Xf Dg, dIHBd; and one like these off every other Anglein
all Eight, compleadng the Body by Thirty-two Sections. _
4 2xx — — ,437593286The Side ol the Squares and Triangles « /?, Sic. = V2bx_
_
00096088204305006742 = a.
*
,
3789669022023414913
=.
The Perpendicular of the Triangle = ^ Lx-4 | xx — \bbr
_
6205253888.
= ,
The Radius of the Circumscribing Sphere = Vbx4- xx — -\ bz587999950660337533273 : Radius of the Sphere Insc ribed in the Squares = *4&= ,5. Radius ol the Sphere
inicrib’d in the Triangles = Vi x st?4- -Jx = .5-109563516199046^ 9798.
= , .
Radius of rhe Sphere passing through the middle of every Side —Vstx + ~±xx545
776484458866812.
= , 1914878839531187470613542682The Area of the Square = 2^x -4 2xx —
25 = aa. _
= ,
The Area of the Triangle = Yzx ~bx4- 4xx — st?b0829166860101636962952
48864 = ±aaV 3.
The whole Superficies= 6aa4- 8<m/3 = 3,822261256043950763816.
,661089388938395566407356539557
4 ibbx -{■lobx1f— - -i 3=
The Solidity = y’x3=

2X *4

V xl — 1 .

Because this Body seems as advantagioufly compos’d for a Set of Dials as can well be

contriv’d, I have calculated the Declination and ^ ' Eclination of all the Triangular
Planes. Making one of the Six Squares the Base, placing another exactly South, and 2
S>
third Horizontal, the other three will be East West and North and those Eight Triangse
each

'

\
;
j

j
;
!
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each of which connect three different Squares, will then decline from the Meridian 4 ; *
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All the Solid Bodies hitherto mentioned being already known , as an Addition to the
Geometrical Store, I shall subjoin Twelve more ; none of which (I presume) have yet been
expos’d to publick View, and some of them perhaps being more beautiful and elegant than
any of the former . 1 shall begin with those that have fewest Bases, and ascend gra¬
dually to those that are more numerous.
1. A Solid of Eighteen Bases, Fig. 20 . 1, 2.
Is a Body contained under Six Rhombs and Twelve Quadrilateral Bases, which ( because
they consist of two different Isosceles Triangles , or unequal half Rhombs joyned together)
for Distinction I {hzllczW double Semi-rbombs, or rather for brevity, Semi-rhombs. This
Body (being represented in two different Views) bears some Resemblance to a Pyra¬
mid.
It is with the greatest Facility and Convenience cut out of the Cube , Fig. r . making
its Side AD = AG = NP = NL , &c. = b 1= . Bisect every Side by the Lines IF,
BE, BQ. , RO , OK , 1M : Draw the transverse Lines Al, AE, HE, HB, HO, HM , NK,
T t
Ni,

74
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NI,NB , NR , Ad , AO, forminga Rhomb upon every Base like ATSH; all fix connect¬
ed together in the acute AnglesJoin BI, BO, 10, &c. Cut off the Triangular Pyra¬
mids BODHB, 100 Al, BDINB, and one like these off every other Edge ; in all
Twelve.
The longer Diagonal AH — bV2 141421356
=
&c. The shorter TS = ^bYz
= ,4714045207910316829?.
The Side of the Rhomb AT — the longer Side of the Semi-rhomb— -}bV5 —,7453579924999298988.
The longer Diagonal of the Semi-rhomb— \bVz 84852813742385702928
—,
. The
shorter— -3bV 2 = ,4714045 &c.
The shorter Side of the Semi-rhomb = ~TbVi-j2748737083745107033214.
= ,
Radius of the Circumscribing Sphere= ^bV3 = ,8660254 &c. Radius of the inserib’d Sphere= \b 5.— ,
Radius of the Sphere passing through the obtuse Angles of the Rhomb and Semi-rhomb
= 4 /;VTl =5 , 55277079839256664151915.
Radius of the Sphere passing through the

other obtuse Angle of the Semi-rhomb
= vt ./V3 = , 51961524227066318805823.
The Area of the Rhomb= jb%=
3 , 333338tc. ThefArea of the Semi-rhomb= 4^ = , a.
The Superficies— V b14,4
=
. The Solidity = 44bbb=
,
7333333
&c.
2. A Solid of Twenty
-four Quadrilateral Bases,

Fig.

21.

Comprehended under Twenty-four equal oblate Semi-rhombs like atgs , Fig, 23. so
disposed
, that the Circumscribing Sphere passes through all the three Angles tas.
The easiest Method of cutting it is from the Cube, Fig. 22 . whose Sides AB, AD,
AE, &c. mult be = Wy 4Y2
—
— 1,15894165103667743053264. From every Angle
set off BS, BT, BX, Ad , AW, AY, CV, Cb,Cd, Lcc. = ÆV37 26V2 = ,4800493498 58457501439 : Or if the fides be bisected
, set off from the middle both ways
-bV 1-' 38/2
—
— ,099421475659881213827. Join AT, BW, Bd, SC, TG, GS, YB,
AX, Bb, CX, Ba, GT, Lcc. Draw the Diagonals AC, BD, BF, GC, AG, EB. Cut off
the triangular Pyramids ACBXA, GABTG, CGSBC, and three like these off every 0ther Angle; in all Twenty-four.
But it may be cut with less Wasteand fewerSections out of the Parallelepipedon
, Fig.
23. whose Length ED, AB, KL — bVy4/2
—
= 1,158941651 &c. Height DM, BL,
AK — b 1— . Breadth AE, BD, LM — fb±bY 2 — 1,0938363213560543136. Bi¬
sect every Side by the Lines GF, 1H, PN , SI, NT, RF.
1. Make Gd, Fb, R^ — b— \bV2 = , 2928932188134524756, and Be, As, M4— i -bVi45308183
—,
^321978432. Draw the Parallels db, f e : Join eb, 4-X:
Cut off the Prismd b Be f Ad, and another like it ( under the Triangle 4 ^M) off the opposits Edge, viz. Two .
_
_
2. Make lV = Id — r'-^ V - r — 21918699844582207
; and Fa, GW —
4- —
2—, 3786796564403 574268; and LI, Rq —
2— %
?b45779735
—,
^034982033. Draw the Lines (^W, Va. a l, VI, dst- Cut off the triangular Pyramids VaBlV,
QWAqd , and two more like these, off the opposite Angles; in all Four.
3. MakejFX^ GO, Rm = '4A/2 —
= , 140754482034081471, and HZ, HY, Sg,
Sh= bV 44- — tt^ 2505449465124424
—,
. Draw the Lines XY, OZ, which compleat the Semi-rhomb ArGsr
. Set off Di, Kr, Lo = *b— -r \-bV2 = ,486257988898205-
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5

2058702 : Join Xi , gr , ho , om : Cutoff the Pyramids YXDi , homLh , and twomore
like thele , off the opposit e Angles under the Triangles OEZ , gKr ; in all Four.
4. Make Ik, It = 4^* 44 " — *44 -V * = ,37705265413047061 ? , and Hn, Hu,
=
— ^4tV 2215118189020668
= ,
and Np , Pw, Tf = 4- = ,14285714285714 Lrc. Join kn , tu ps , kp , tw . Cut off the Segments kpBsDnk , and tuEAwt,
and two more like thele , off the opposi te Edges ; in all Four.
5. Make I*, I», — tWV 4 + -^ -Vz1954722392264914829
= ,
, and Fx, Ga, R^,

= 4^/2

4^ — ,rZo6oi9Z748i8707ri2 , and 8g, 87 — .]W ‘±y 44V2
—

=

— ,34351496001432290325 . Draw the Lines «*,
Cut off the Segments
sB^ LSj,AAKy
«
», and two more like these , off the opposite Edges ; in all Four.
_ 6. Make It , D = 4Za/ t4 — K-v'2i6r9345o5noror773o
—,
; 7; and Fv, GP, Rz

= T^ 2 "" 4^ — ,385618083164126731735, and St , St, He , Hx - 4-V44 -4- 4^/2

— 519?47 2239 &c. and Rp, la ^ GZ — bV2 — ^ b2475468957064283821
= ,
. Draw
the Lines tv , tct, vtp, pp, pr , ca, ® Z) | x. Cut off the Segments <rBv
<pL?T, qAptKA, and
two like thele , off the opposite Edges ; in all Four : So the Body will be form’d by 22
Sections , observing after each to continue the Lines.
The longer Diagonal of the Semi-rhomb r s = {Wy 4— ^ 2 = , 5794708255183387152663206185.
The shorter A0 = iy°b1— -^ /2 = ,5194341384744388972 : The longer Part of it
extending from the acuter Angle to the other Diagonal =
— bV2 = ,335786437626904951198311 . The shorter Part of it - 4^ 2 —
= , 1836477008475339460.
Radius ot the Circle circumscribing the three Angles of the 8emi-rhomb = b — '-bVz
— ,2928932188134524756 . The remaining Part of the Diagonal = -p — 4- /2 ,2265409196609864216 . _
The longer Side Ar — bY y — '^ V2443507768929632.
—,

The shorterr© S4W39 — *TVs = ,3430351110794807.
Radius of the circumscribing Sphere = UVj 4/2
—"= ,57947 LtL
Radius of the inscrib’d Sphere = 4/; = , y.;
Radius of the Sphere pasting thro ' the obtuse Angle of the Semi-rhomb = ^bV? 7 - 24/2
=,54892694252498213939834.
The Area of the Semi-rhomb = yy,V ’ y 7U92VT
—
= , 15049846451208657.
The whole Superficies = $bbV* y° 71192
—
^ 2 = 3,611963148290078.
The Solidity of the Body 4= .5V ’ V 7 tijuVa
—
= ,60 ^ 9385804834627.
3-

-A

Solid ofTwenty-four Ifisœles Triangles^

Fig.

24 . 1, 2.

Is compounded of fix square Pyramids , each of whose Sides are four Isosceles Triangles
and a Cube whose Bales are the fame with the Bases of the Pyramids.
'
It may be cut out of the Cube , Fig. 25 . whole Sides DC , FM , GE , Sec. ' = '-bV6
= i,224744 87r 59r 5'89 &c. Bisect every Side by the Lines 1H, OP , IK LN , LM RO
Sec eft' Ob, Oq , Pe Pd, HT , HS, IV, IW , K), Km, Ng , N/,JZ, La , MY , MX , RR
Rk = ±bV6 ibVT,
—
= ,
l793597Z78o3
) 7;ror 160817 . Draw the Parallels dq , eb,VS,
WT , Vm, Wl , gZ;/ aAr ,Z Y, aX , hb, kq . Join Ib, le, VO, OS , Va, Qa, kc . Cut
oft the Prisms OAVmGR , lAbhGK , OAa/BP , bALNBe , and two like these off every
other Edge, finishing the Body by Twenty -four Sections.

But

jC
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Bat it may also be cut by four Sections fewer, and with less Waste , out of the Parallel
; the Length
lepipedon , Fig. 2 6. w hose Breadth and Height NE , KC, MN,CD = b 1=
the Sides
all
^Bisect
.
ED , AC, MK = bV5 — 2V3 = 1,239313674927475902315
with the Lines, HF, BG, 1P, OH , BQ., LI.
1. Make HS, FR , IV, LT, Pz , Od ~±bVl — 4- - ,07735226 - 189625764529 , and
. Draw the
,
HX , FW , 1Z , LY, Og , Pe — 4^ 3 - 4* = 3660254037844386467637
Parallels SR , XW , VT, ZY . Join XV , Zd , gz , Se . Cut off the Prisms XAVTCWX,
ZdMKYZ , SRDEeS , and another like these, whose end is the Triangle gNz ; in all
_
Four .
2dly,

MakeBm = Bk = Qp —Os —Gb —Ga - 4-/44 —^ -^ 3—,1081038633913773-

, and Ir = Lu
= ,
875 ; and Hn = Fh = Iq = Lw = %b— IbVl 4019237886466840597
; bV3 — 8- — , 1602540378443864676 . Draw nk, nr, rk, mh, mu, pq , qx,sw.
— Ox —<
Cut off the Pyramids nkArn, hmuCh , pqxMp , / wkf, and Four more like these, off the
_
opposite Angles ; in all Eight .
idly,

:

— - '' 3T= > 40?i 93 169568869375. Draw
Make Gt ==G* = By = BC= 4^ 44nr

mt,ky , py, / C, andmZ,Ze , gX . Cutoff the Segments tmAZer , ykYCDy , < /MgX ^,
ypKCWy , and Four more like these off the opposite Angles j in all Eight : By these
Twenty Sections the Body may be co mpleatly fo rm’d.
,
— h/4 — 4V3 —715518083829762571.
The Base of the Triangles
—,
— tty — bV4 —VV r356971354157774615355.
The Side of the Triangle
,
*9 4= bY3 — 4b = 366025403=
Radius of the Circle circumscribing the Triangle
,
7.844386467637
= 45v 3 —0 s = 4433756729740644112737.
The Perpendicular
Radius of the inscrib’d Sphere = 4- —,5 . __
.'
= ,
Radius of the circumscribing Sp here = . bV4 — W 36196568374637379511575
The Area of the Triangle = t' MV 305 — 174 /3 = ,158621655971567007247367255.
3,806919743317608173936814112.
The whole Superficies = 2bbV
The Solidity of the Body = 4^ /305 — 174163 = ,634486623886268028989469:
019.
4 . A Solid of Thirty two Triangles,

Tig.

27 . 1, 2.

Consisting of fix square Pyramids , the exterior Surface of each of which , being four
Isosceles Triangles , whose Bases compose Eight equilateral Triangles.
It maybe cut out of the Cube, Fig. 28 . whose Sides DC = BC = BF,&c. are = 4bV6
— 1,2247448713915890491 . Cross every Base with Diagonals , as BD , AC, AE, GD,
GB, AF, &tc.
1. From every Angle set off twice upon all the Sides 4bV3 — 4V6 = ,25365296808864412221 , viz. AY and YK, AV and VH, Ae and el, BL and LO, BX and XP , Bw and
wa , &c. Draw the Lines AP, AR, Ar, Am, Ah, Aa, 88, BPI, BI, Bg, CQ _, CO , DT,
.DK, DI , Dn, EQ , Ec, Gq , GH , GK , Gb , FO, FC. Cutoff the Pyramids GDAKG,
BDIAB, GBHAG, and three more like these off every of the other Angles ; in all Twenty
four.
2J/y, Draw the Lines LM , LN , MN , YW, YZ , Vu , Vp , X/ , tl, de, ef, kw . Cut
off the triangular Pyramids NLMAN , ZYWBZ , pVuDp , de/Gd , and Four more off
the opposite Angles ; in all Eight.

j
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But it may be cut with fewer Sections and less Waste out of
the Parallelepipedort,
Fig. 29 . whose Length CE, AD, MP = ~bV6 —
1,22474487
&c. OreadthDE, AC,ML,
= 'bV2 = 1,0606601717798212865: Height Lc ,
Side with the Lines BH, FG, FW, OK, Oct., BN. MA, PD --- - - I. Biltct every
1. Make FR, G8, Wx — ±bV2 = ,?5,?5'5T5
?90^932757^22.
Join RO, xK : Cut off the Prism ARSDQO, and another likeDraw the Parallel RS:
it, whose end is the
TrianglexLK, i. e. Two.
2. Make FZ — Gw — w^ = ^ / 21767766952966368811
—,
, and Kl ~ 0 y = Q\
= JLb —
= 83981137949147963240
’
. Draw the Parallels WZ , y*- : Join Zl,
y{ Cut
:
off the Prisms wEClZ ,
viz Two.
3. Make BY, BX; CT, EV, Hd, Hm, Nr , N r , AsyD * = r \ -bV6
—,
596575409. Draw Rd, Sm, Rx, R^ sr, S*, x.<r. Cut off the Segments 10206107261RdCLx,
xMt/ARx,
a-PDS kit, SmES , viz. Four exactly alike.
4. Make 0^, Q£ = i b21966991411008335670
—
—,
; and k = — {-\-b —
— r^bV2459952844872869908101
= ,
. Draw XV, YT, compleating the Triangle m 4Join YjW
, pi, x%. Cut off the Segments TYA^ jCT, fDXVED, and
two more like these,
off the opposite Edges ; in all Four.
5. Make F*, G/S,WJ' — ^bV2 — = ,
4874368670764581677
. Draw the Parallel
<*/3: Join ctK,OA Cut off the thin
Prism KaCE/
?*, and another like it, whose end is the
Triangle OMJ\ i. e. Two.
6 Make H/, Hb, Nr , N © = 4-V3
= , 18661306197884711816;
Fi,
Ga, Ws = 46 —
2 = ,0428932188134524756 ; and oa , Qa, Ky — -\ bV2and
— \-b
— ^10660x71779821286601 . Draw ib, iy, / a, ©A, A3,
gular Pyramids biyCb, / aE/, and two more like these, off the ta. Cut off' the two trian¬
opposite Angles, viz.ma
© s,
Ipa in
;
all Four.
7. Make Bv — Bt == Pp=
= \.\ bV6 — ijrf 3 = , 25665739499118464823; and
Fq' = Gu = W$ —i -b — bY2 — ,0857864376269049212.
Draw the Lines tu, t?, vqy
q $v. Cut off the two Segments•frvAqitM
'S*, ftuDPf, and two more like these, off the
opposite Edges; in all Four.
8. Make Br,Bn —4- /3 + ^bY 689073720721077863634
—,
; and Ge. Fo ~ ~ibY 2
_ ijt>
= ,
07650484370467680312
; and 0 », Qcr — — 4/V2 = ,21966991411008335670. Draw re, r-*-, no, ti»,o» .
the Pyramids n«oAn, er^De, and two,more
like these, from the opposite Angles;Cutoff
in all Four.
a Make Be= Bp = 4SV6 — 4SV3 — ,
3762305508602347824 ; and H» = Hh
—
—, 271164051341728502234 5 and Kz = OS = Q? = 4-Vr
— 4Z "3029902576697319299. Draw ch, cv, p«, p*, Kz. Cutoff
the Segments*>pA*zC<
»,
hc«DEli and two more like these, off the opposite Edges*, in
all Four .* So the Work
will be dispatch’d at thirty Sections.
The Side of the equilateral and Base of the Isosceles Triangle
— ^ ?>=
4V6
-- ,612372435^ 9575452455*
The perpendicular of the Equ ilateral T riangle —1-bV 2 = ,
5303300858899106433.
The Sideof the Isosceles &\ bVr 4V
— 2 = ,468689571155673738765. Its Perpendi¬

cular= ^

~ 4V* = , 35485,^ 08

g*

Rail ” o°[

> 5*

JE?42883 n2jD ;.PheK,“sCnl>
’<i“ ,helso‘'ccI“ Tli3nEIes= ■J/ -H +“
U u

-;r /2

,5283893The
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1 he Arcs of the Equilateral Triangle = AsiWi. Of all the Eight = \b *Y3= 1,299 03*
8i05676657970145
The Area ofthe Isosceles Triangle —
— W 2108650779784688509112435.
—,
The whole Superficies—-\ bW3 -f- ^b' Yy ~ 4Y2 = 3,9066568205091 62188844.
The Solidiry ofthe Body —Isibbf x 4 - f -^bbbV6,675785677717955555103.
=
5. A

Solid of

Thirty-fix Bases, Fig. 30.

Comprehended under twelveRhombs and twenty-four double Semi-rhombs. For the form¬
ing it prepare a Parallelenipedon, Fig. 31 . whose Length DE, AB, HG —\bY 2 =
-- 1,0606601717798212866. Breadth and Height GF, AD, FE, HA = b 1= . Bisect
every Side with the Libes Ml, LK, OM, NP , NR , QL.
1 Make Kd, KZ LY, L<T, Q/z, Q£, = ^bV23535533905932737622
= ,
. Draw
the Parallels YZ
Yg, fa. Join YM, YN, ^1, £R. Cut off the Prisms YZEPNBY,
£dDAR£, §YBMOG
| , /*£iah £, and Four more like these, off the opposite Edges; in all
Eight.
2. Make Mk, M/S, IX, If, Nu, Nz, R0, Rm, P*r, ?4 , Of, 0 ;& = ^ — ,25. Join 8 K, FT,
Lk, Lz, zk, L/, L0, Qu, u^ , Qm, XL, fT: Cut off the triangular Pyramids kLzBk,
KMEK, 6L/A8, Qy-ysiQ, and Four more like these, off the opposite Angles; in all
Eight.
3. Make MS, M^,, IW Ih, No , Nx , R», Re = ~ cb,0833333
=
Lrc. and MTr
Ml , le, In, Nr , Nq , Ry, Rt =
= ,416666686c. and MV, M«, lb, It/, Np , N §,
Rr , R\ = 4- b45
— , ; ^nd M«. M^, la, lg , N/, Ny, Ri, R* = TL&= ,15. Draw
the Lines ^ n, Se, Th, Wl, cr , «q, xt, 0vforming the Rhombs Arse », Lee. Join «b, aV»
pi , ft , si, qV , pT, &c. Cut oft the Segments / BSeAr/, xE*bAtx, q»AaVq, piAhTp,
and Four more like these, off every of the other three longer Edges ; In all Sixteen: Form¬
ing the Body by Thirty -two Sections.
The longer Diagonal of the Rhomb AS = ibY2 = , 7071067811865475244.The shorter Diagonal of the Rhomb and of the Semi-rhomb —rs - 4- = ,33333333 Etc.
The Side of the Rhomb, and longer Side of the Semi-thomh = at a= - ~bY 22 =
= , 390867979985285796213.
The longer Diagonal of the Semi-rhomb - \b ^ 25303300858899106433
- ,

. Th&
shorter Part of it = \bY 2 = , ,76776695 8tc. The shorter Side of the Semi-rhomb
s= f - fo/ 34 = ,2429563289518875196197.
The Radius of the Circumscribing Sphere ±bV661237243569
= ,
8tc.
The Radius of the inscribed Sphere —4- = ,5.
The Radius of the Sphere passing through the obtuse Angles of the Rhomb and Semirhomb = 4ivTo = , 5270462766947298886665.
The Ra ins of the Sphere passing through the other obtuse Angle of the Semi-rhomb
~ \ bV25303300858899106433
- ,
.
*
The Area of the Rhomb = T‘TiV2 —,11785113019775792073.
The Area of the Semi-rhomb = -fgbW208838834764831844055,
= ,
The Superficies— 4.&V2 = 3,5355339° 5932737622.
The Solidity — fsb >Y2589255650988789603665,
= ,

6. A Solid

os Solid

Bodies

6. A Solid os Forty-eight Bases,

, &c,
Fig.

79

3 2.

Comprehended under Twenty -four Rhombs , and twenty -four Semi -rhombs which
compose Six Octangular Figures like a bh c de/g , Sch. 32.
.
'
It may most commodious!y be cut out of a Cube, Fig. 3 7, whose Sides DC , LB, KE &c
are = $ !>V6 1,0886621079036347103
=
. Bisect every Side with the Lines FG ’ HI W,
OP, ON , MF .
.
'
' ^
1. Set oik from every middle point on both sides it 4-/6 —,4o824829046386
?oi6 }7

= GR = GX = IS = IW -^ FT = FY = HV= HZ = 0 W1 =0 y = P° = Pz = C»
— Ql = Ms M/S
—
—Ny =r N«: In like manner set off -j\ bV606804138174
—,
.2977’
169397 = 1»>- I* / Fr — k> —Oo, 8tc. Draw the Lines YZ, WX, ST, RV \ASy
C*, kw, zW, Ty, wp, Yy, Lrc. Join Sr, So, oT, yr,8tc . Cut off the triangular Pyrau
mids rASyr, SoATS, "ATy», and three more such off every Angle; in all rwentv-four
making the Planes of the Rhombs.
'

2. Set off from every middle Point both ways AyW 63628873693012115701
= ,
" Gp , Gs Fu , Fq, Ht , Ha, le, In, P^, P h, Q * Qtn, Ox , Oc, Mg , Mb , N/ , Nd.
Draw the Parallels qp , as, nt , ea, x/ ch , #*n, me xd, cs gq , bu. Join ql, Oe, Ix, eF,
Oq , xf , 8cc. Cut off the Prisms eAONDae , xAlHDdx , qAOPBpq , xAFGB/x , and two
more such off every Edge* in all twenty-four, being the Planes of the Semi-rhombs.
The longer Diagonal of the Rhomb = 4V3 — , 7773502691896257647.
The shorter Diagonal —±bV 2 - , 3535533907932737622 .
The longer Diagonal of the Semi-rhomb - 46/15 = , 43033148291193720946438
Its longei Part extending to the shorter Diagonal = r 'TbVi 5 = , 3227486121839714 .070982 . The shorter Part - -,7 ^ 15 — , 10758287072798380237.
Its longer Part extending to the Perpendicular from the Center 7 - ,25819888974716112767862
The shorter Part — ^ 15 = , 172132793164774083786.
The shorter Diagonal ot the bemi -rhomb = 4- 6/6 --- , 204124147231931708187
The Side of the Rhomb , and longer Side of the Semi-rhomb = T’T6/66 = 33870160019316501701915 . The shorter Side of the Semi-rhomb =5 ^ /114 == / Jv 's
= , 1489417402050501153446.
Radius of the Sphere inscrib’d in the Rhombs = 4- = , 7.
Radius ot the circumscribing Sphere — 46/3 — , 57735026918962576450914878.
Radius of the Sphere inserib d in the Semi-rhombs — —j-6/15 = , 516397779494322*
^Radius of the Sphere passing through the obtuse Angles of the Rhombs and Semiihombs = ^ 2 = , 5303300858899106433.
Radius of the Sphere passing through the other obtuse Angle of the Semi -rhomb
= ihV 654433105395/817355156.
—,
The Area of the Rhomb — J TbW 6 = 102062072615965754094.
,
The Area of the bemi-rhomb == y'^bWio 043920523057894157388875.
= ,
The Superficies — v'v6 -f 4LV10 = 3,503582296172637877537678.
The Solidity = 44 ^ /6 = , 589691975114468801426.
The remaining Ex solid Bodies,being much more elegant and beautiful than the former,
and necessarily requiring a far more intricate and difficult Calculation , though the Prose*
custom thereof in Surds, in several of them , prov’d almost insupportably tedious where
they amount to Quadlinomials , as they do in all the three first ( so that it might have
been
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carried on in Numbers with greater Facility and Expedition to 2J or 3o Figures)
yet have I at length, with Labour and Difficulty enough, wrestled through it. to evidence
the Truth of this Assertion, and illustrate the Method of these uncommon Operations, a
Specimen hereof shall ac the latter end be subjoin’d in an Example or two.

been

7. A Solid

of Sixty Isosceles

Triangles,

Fig.

34.

Comprehended under Twelve Pentagonal Figures like that abede, each consisting of
Five Isosceles Triangles whole Bases are ab, be, cd , de, ea. This Body approaches the
nearest of any to the Regular , differing only in one small Circumstance scarce discovera¬
ble by a critical Eye. The most convenient Method of cutting this Body is from the
+ 7V 5 =
—^
Cube , Fig. 35 . whose Sides EG, ; CP , NL , 8tc. are — bV *4 + Ws V
= , 10125407943826174215820092 . Bisect every Base with the entire Lines DF , BO,
IK, and the prickt Lines BH, FM , Ql , alternately plac ’d.
Firs, From the Angles set off upon every Side AS, AR, AT, GX , C«, N *, Scc. =

; orra= ,
— iW ' V + ‘t A — 7V7 ’ ct ’ ‘v ’y$ 08042987684571127459495
ther from the middle prickt Lines set off' both wa ys BT, HX, fS , Ik , M.v, Q*, &c.
+ 4tV? V — ^ "

—

-' r V5
70 + 87-

= ,42584052034759742619605.

, R^ iStc. Join TI, SB, RF : Cutoff the Prisms TAIKGXT,
Draw the Parallels TX, 81c
RAFDCrtR, SABON*S, and one like these off every Edge ; in all Twelve.
middle Lines set off both Ways
Secondly, Fr om every of the prickt
— fTV 5 —^ 4470 — 19861^5 =

,3783046182465 2536199 809 = BV = HZ

— le — Qf, c& . and -bV’’^ — 'i'| -T?5 — 4/627510 — 273954V5 = BW, H«, Ib,
Qx,c& . = ,008451550211815891340806 ; or rather because this Dista nce is too small,
=’
make AW, Ab, Ca, Gs,c& . = 4&/185 — 81V5 -st V47910 — 21426V I497818846979492814950199 . Draw the transverse Lines Vs, WZ , ex, b^, Scc. From the entire
— r ^ 17835° 4- 79530V5 = Fc = Dy = I/ =
middle Lines set off -bV ^,-‘

= K£ =
=

Bh. 8cc. = .,4-004-21063958683853456687 ; and Fo = Dp —Id = K^ &c.

ibV -'i ' pv—
■

•.

—
' y 4V8355036870V5

= ,
0945289513968154287567976.

Draw the Lines oy, cp,ff, d£, &c. Joinob , Wd,ce,/v . Cut off the Segments WAd^GZW,
VA/J*G«V, oAb^Cj'O, cAexC^c, and two such off every other Edge -, in all Twenty_
_
_
four.

, Make Fr, Bt, Iu ~ ^bs/zY — V V5 — 7V43350-- 8670V5 = ,2992174 1Thirdly
746179471821489, and Fm, Bf Iw = jW~ 4 * — V4A — ^ 1212 -j- ' y8W f —^ 461100+ 205656^ 5
5
,336029986013 51634201492-, and Bk,_Fq,Il,= fY 5f 0+
*= ,14164067444512706956754. Join ft, rl, if mu, uk, km, qw, wt, tq. Cut oft
the triangular Pyramids siAlf muAkm , wAqtw, and three such off every other Angle;
in all Twenty-four.
- ,
The Base of the Triangles = bV V — '44 5 ~ VV — ^ 538675616846034061_
582810246.
+ ^5 — {-bV5 — i b = ,288490641The Perpendicular of the Triangles = '4W 1t f ■
4946655915829869635.

TheSide of the Triangles= bV'4 —~Vf4 ! + SV5 = ,347306685^5193467323682.
Radius of the circumscribing Sphere = bV^ — ^V5 — -^ 3° + 6^ 7 = >54*9453 83*
348164267894171913x47*
Radius

of S o 11 t> Bodies
, i$ c. 8
1
Radius of the Sphere paffing through the middle of the Base of each Triangle

Tataicf

' tieinscrit’dVpbere

6 o 7_<*/ — _
The Area of the Triangle — r 'T^y =
-r > J
lYJ j 3910 — 42654VJ
s=
,0^ 78776757028281746269919,445;
The whole Superficies = 5- -^ "
42654V5 equal to
3>W 266o'>4i l6 9690477 6l 9l)i6o6j. S
'
*’“■3/113910
The Solidity of the Body ^jiwTTT, - 77TT 3/113910 — 42654/5
-557877675702828174626951^ 44^. ' "" T V$

8. A Solid of Sixty double SemUrhombs
, Fig, 36. 1, 2.
This Body though contain d under the fame Number of Bases with the former vet
difters vastly from it, both in the Form, and in the Method of Calculation ; agreeing
only in the Difficulty and Intricacy thereof: Yet this much exceeds, though not in the
Nature or Degree of the1 Surds (whichhere. also are auadrinomials under double radical
Signs) but in the Length and Greatness.of the Numbers of which thev are cnmnos’d
This render’d the Operation intolerably tedious, since ere it could be accomnliH rhe
Figures would oft unavoidably arise to fifty Places or more, and could nofbe rednrd
to a moderate Length, except by several successive Divisions and Extractions of Roots •
yet after all, several of them are not reducible so low as the former. This Body. consists
of twelve such Decagonal Figures as that a b c de/ghik
in the middle of Sch. 36 or
twenty like sk 1mnbas.
It is most commodi oully cut out of the Cube, Fig, 37 . whose Sides AD, DC, AF

CF, GF, &c. are = h/15 —. 2/5 — 4/10 — 2/5 — 1,05985848504451316673005586.
Bisect the sides with the Lines !H, PO, OR, HM, LN, NA.
*
tst, Make PO , OS, NT Ad, HY, MZ , &c. - 4^
- 55/5 - ' 2V 7025 - 31 tc/v
- 214
,
66075251' 34408771409 , and NY . Ib. NV , LX , OW , R 11 J

Draw the Parallels

ZY^ Td * ba^ XV,* Wu/ &c!/ ^Join VS^ Ywfo
^F
baBTdCb, and one such off every Edge; in all Twelve
2. Make Of,Oh,Pk,Pg,Hz, H«>M*,MANr,Ny,A*>Aw= ,'.*/ 95—40^ —aVdso- ?oo/7
=,3850161315 *60764566.97,and Nm, Ln, Hr, U
20^ 7- ^ '.YS7S7 , I ,^ 777
= ,48876246451052509141409, and Hk, 4 , LI,No = .i/5/l 5r ^ vp 7T7^r ^
^
= , 2700124354964034676984. Draw the Lines/g , kh, «z,
tw v xl \ f
Vf
oh, *y,/m , Lrc. Cut off the Sqgments khBonAk, ImB/gAl and\ wo’™ %
off every of the other Edges , in as Twenty-four. '
^ ' and tW° more llke thele
3I
Make
Hi,
Mq
=
\bY600
4255/5
- ^ ' ^ 1710254 - 76390/5
>46? 31999649;
19487926247; and Hu, MR = 4- /300
jq^ Y^ z
Y'^feW
_
U ° I cV 5 =MQ 9t^
5014507064008649453; and Oc, Rp = [bff 4/5 — / ?5 3o -T l~5 28/5 =
the prisms QSbVXAQj,

= -4780560762300373329721 ; and ( )t,R/ = \ W '¥ V/5
4V125 4- zdvy
— , 03 205937999627269711098 ; Qr because this Extent is too small, make Bt, Gf
~
- " ^ 5 - /290 4- 38/5 = ,49786966252598388625407. Draw the Lines
Ri, cfi qu , tp, tu, ci. Cut off the Segments ptBuqGp, KiBc/GK, and two like these

Xx

off
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off every other of the Edges ; in all Twenty -four ;

per

fecting the Body by Sixty Sect ions.

The shorter Diagonal of the Semirrhomb = bVy — yy / — / zo — 22/5 ss
= ,327514283511240623860835.
„ , ^ 8311174575652The longer Diagonal — - ^ ^ 7765 — 482/5 —
6222550172912.
The longer Part of it, ex tending from the acute /Ingle to its Intersection with the
— 2b — ,2388840150249961735062634218.
—
shorter Diagonal — %bV' ¥ y/5
The shorter Part =
64487487538694.

27

**

7 - /438050
36327*“ L —

— 21158165 — ,09942715955065-

The Radius of the Circle passing through the three ac uter Angles of the Semi-rhomb,
— - — , 175570504are equidistant from the Center of the Body = byi. 5— ^
which
5,849462583374119The remaining Part of the longer Diagonal extending from the Center to the obtuse
+
Angle — -ri - W' ST4t ' ■

= ,
4^ 5 - 1627406699907066.

The
= ,1915780820769485 ^ 91326 . 7

T

-

V*~ ^05661319210

43669848002 ^ 5

The Radius of the Circumscribing Sphere = \bV\ 5 —2/5 — WT ^ TovT —
2V5 °
’
r= ,529929242522256508336504793 .
The Radiu- — - ■the Sphe re passing through all the ob tuse Angles of the Semi-rhotnbs
43 ° 5)/ * — 6V5,229965 -+■2338682/5 — ,5258179586786894775^5
—678139662118
Area of the Semi-rhomb^ - ^ - -/7875 °95- r9:r894y5- 8Vi;443r6r56z45
=,0554008709724955568920352234.
The Superficies =

— 3>324° 5 2258349733413 522113402.
—
The Solidity = ^4--6V 7»75 °S58/1544326256345

678139662118/5

= : , 554008709724955568920352234.
The Radius of the inscrib’d Sphere — Ib = 5.,
9. A Solid of Eighty Triangular Bajet, jRg. 38. r, 2.

each of them
Confisting of Twelve Pentagonal Pyramidal Figures like abcdeo
contain’d under five Isosceles Triangles, whose Bases ab, be, cd, de, ea, &c. are the Sides
of Twenty equilateral Triangles, such as a/b , intercepted betwixt the Pyramids
It may be most commodiously cut out of the Cube, Fig. 39. whose Sides AF AB,
Bisia every Sidh
U, 5 f
LL
1. Make 1R, LS, NV, QW, Kr, M$, — ^bVi — ~bV 15— ,3307922691248037488RN . .l/ 9Cut off Che frLs
S ^ MPBS WVcKHvi alld ^ SR ’rVVl’ ff’ &C' Jf " KV,
, and one such off every other Edge; in all Twelve.
SRCNrUo , w yCKHl' VV
idly, Make 1Y, LZ, Ne , Qd, Lcc. = 4- /3 — - /15 - 4- 3/390— 174^ 5 — 21680L

9021260130Z282597Z

; and R/,fkg,Na

, Pb =

TW

3 + ^bViy

= ,H l~

of Solid

Bodies

, isrc.

8Z
—,1410882804467420647593. Draw the Parallels / g, ed, YZ , ab. Toyn aY
ef:
Cut off the Pristns baCYZBb, deC/gFd, and one like
these off every other Edge - in
all Twelve.
3
3My> Ma J.e f »KV Nn? ~ n^i 5 - 76V ; —
1m. Cut off the triangular Pyramid klCmk, and
-04440865534831148912.
Join
km,
one like this off every other kl,
Angle;
in all Eight.
4tMy, Make Lh, In , If, I P) KS, K( , My, Mi Nk, Nk,. Q«
„ . Q„,
„
J/y — y/5 =
— ,588869634727848820491— and
Nx.., &c.‘ — 46/z — 45/15 —
J o=Pu, # KT, Hy XT
r. ^~bV 150—
^ 66/5 1 ,272714903521762615822
. , , ,^ -- —/ — - ^
;* and Pt,- Ni ,« K?,
j - Ku,1&c. = 6/ 15
_ L/, _> 1.6/30 ff- 6/5 — 49365433 1545875739558
. Draw the Lines np, h/, yj\ 0£,x./x,
iiA Xt, iu, per
. TV,&
C . Join xp, i/, &c. Cut off the two Segments
npCxtBn, h/CiuBh,
and two like these off every other Edge; in
all Twen ty four,
5thly, Make Iq, L/J, &c. = 46/15 — 46/3 — jbV 15
—
6/5
= , 1104697140119965621224; andLr,2o _= 45/3ff 45/15 —4 ^ 15 ff 6/5 = ,
467957218010032621415-,
and P-°. Nz — 45/30 — 6/5 ff 45/3 — 4 5/15 - ,
4828407862506194689889;
and
Ny p443/3
=
— 46/15 — 45/iy — 6/5 —,
0323802520671380128
487
;
or
since
this distance is lo small, rather make Cy, B< = 46/15
— 46/3 ■
+ 46/15 — 6/3 =
— 5028528825924368850644262. Draw the Lines
rq, *y, yq, /2o, ui, oi. Cut off
the’ Segments< LoM , npCyaBn
, and two such off every other Edge ; in all
Twenty^ Observing always to place the Lines of the si me
kind in different Positions upon the
„nt Rales ( as on, sh and *», */* and (Q, J'y) viz.
aclJ - .U'><z\Ap<:rA CF , upon the Base ABCF, must those Lines whole Intersections
upon
rP and DE, ' and on the Base CEGF in the Sides FG the Base BECD, be in the
and CE, and vice versd.
The Perpendicular of the Equilateral Triangle = 46 —
46/5 = , 2864745084375788The4Side' of it, and Base of the Isosceles Triangle =
46/3 — 46/15 = , 3307922691248037488507.
_
The Sideof the Isosceles Triangle = 46/9 — 3/5
— 6/1 — 4/5 = , 2925226017349740420899.
———
The Perpendicular of it = 5/44 K—- ^ S — -tVi — |_
7 y = , 241274928655- 87536°The Radius of the Circle circumscribing the'
Equilateral Triangles = 46 — 46/5

The
“ T
!^0 Radius
got5°rhe57Circle w hich circumscribes
36/ d.oO—

4j ‘VVrVy
-

the Isosceles Triangles is equal to

^773277335583581767319.
The Radius of the circumscribing Sphere = 46/15 —
46/3 = , 5332331346796348^The ^Radius of the Sphere inferib’d in the Equilateral
Triangles = 46 —, 3.
-pjje Radius of the Sphere inscribed in, or
touching
all the Isosceles Triangles
l4)8 .— 46^ zoSt7 .»94V5+
TVi
, 505004? 3993049I 33856H 7.
661
The Area of the Equilateral Triangle = 4466/3 - ^
66/15 = ,04738177634623972492066956.
1
1
The Area of the Isosceles Triangle = 46V V —
5 VT78
—
— 03990594056640384925375.
*
The
3966

§4

The ConflruSlion and
—y/15 +
The Superficies=

Dimensions
— VV5 — Y178 — 5tV5 ---

_
_
= 3,3419919609090254^3^ 38.
= ,
+ V ^39 *— 4-^ 5560992717988309620—
The Solidity = (^ x) -\-lY$ 44V15
94757 lo . ^ Sosi'd of Eighty -four Quadrangular Bases,

Fig.

40 . i , 2.

This Body is comprehended under Sixty Rhombs and twenty-four double Semi-rhombs,
disposed into Six Altral Figures, like that in the middle of Scb. 40 . which, by reason
they do not point directly towards each other, seem near the Circumference somewhat
distorted; though as truly and regularly drawn as so narrow a Compass would admit.
This may justly be accounted as elegant and beautiful a Body as any of the reft, but is of
afar more intricate and difficult Derivation : Therefore the several Parts could not be
exprest in Surds, but I have endeavoured to lay them down in such analytical Terms as
are equivalent, and render it possible at least, if noreafie to continue them in Numbers
to any Degree of accuracy required. That particular Term by which ( or its Powers)
3 __ _ _ ___

3_

all the rest are exprest, is truly represented by x — 4V19 -\- 3/33 — 4-/19 — 3/33 — f
= ,419643377607080566275926282326 , and xx — ,1761005643694788072547508517866 , and the Powers may easily from these be continued to any Degree ; for4 — xx
= x3, and vsx— xi 4= * , and ±xl4— * = *1, 8tc. But I have ordinarily us’d none but
those above, except Brevity rend red the others more eligible, since they may at pleasure
be varied, and others either of a lower or higher Degree substituted.
To cut this Body fr om the Cube, Fig. 41 . whose Sides ED, FC, AG, DC , 8ic. are
* + 4 = 1,039697137978998084902646 . Bisect every
=
— 2 4W4
— V2*xi -F 2x 4*
_
_
Side with the Lines IK, HM, NL , HP, IU .
= ,
1 —■£1872582121ist, From the middle of every Side set off both ways / 2XX4*
97048481954417 = IV, KX , HQ., MS , LR, NT , OW . Draw the Parallels VX , OS,
RW , RT, &c. Cut off, the Prisms SQBRTCS , XVBRWEX , and one like these oft
_
_ _
every other Edge in all Twelve .
idly,

Make 1Z , OD, K>, H/3,M >-, Lcc. —Y2x*2xj - - io *»— 4 — ,0918804691708-

074849494589 ; and KY, Lc, IA_ Hs, M£ = / 2*x4* + 6x*— 4. == ,2154516577224— / X3* •+• 3^ — A — ,263140529235577333043929;
56834541450 ; and La, Kf 2X
7 ** — , 392110421012234652257849 . Joyn ZY , Za,
2X—
—
^
2XX
/
=
Ig
Ob,
and
YZBabEY, dcBg/F-d , and two like these off
Segments
the
oft
Cut
gf
cg,
cd,
ab,
every other Edge ; in all twenty-four.
3<ty,MakeHk,Iq,Lm = 4/2 * = ,458062974713674367655327 ; and Hl, Ib, Lp --/2xx * + 4*»—1= ,1136414252145602138999575 ; and Hi,In, Le = /2 *x4 -p 2x'—tx
=a ,0118311927 066635932 5846387 ; or because this -Extent is too small, let Ei, Cn,
Ae, be == y~2xy. 3 * — 4** — ,50801737628283544919285914 . Draw the Lines kft,
ke, eh, iq, qp, pi, ml, In, mn. Cut oft the Pyramids khBpk, iqBpI, InBml, and three
like these off every other Angle ; in all tw enty-four.
tfbly,

Make It, Kx, Lu, Qy — Yix x I — zx —- 2x* = ,282635955223*8947895-

; and
,
9374 ; and Qw, Ir_ =: Y zx x 3 —- 2# — iox 1 = 36618250554286688270586837
yu,
w,
0
0,
t
t,
x
Join
.
Ks, Lo —V2X x 6* — 2 = ,47442522753241912698389708
Edges
other
every
off
such
two
and
,
srBuyEs
woBtxEw,
ur , rs . Cur off the Segments
Or
in all twenty-four.
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Or, to avoid the Confusion which the Multiplicity of Lines may
occasion, after the
former Sixty Sections are made, there will remain a little Square
like that ta ®a in the
middle of every Bale of the Cube ( in all Six.) From the Angles of each
of them draw
Diagonals , from the xtremities of which draw Lines on the contiguous
Planes
meeting
m the nearest Acute Angles of the Rhombs before form’d, whereby
four small triangular
Pyramids may be cut from every of the Squares; in all twenty.four ;
forming the Semi- rhombs, and finishing the Body.
It may also be otherwise cut out of the Paralle lepipedon, Fig. 42.
whose Length DE,

BA, HG = Vaxx 1
2* ■4** = 4xV,i —~x2 =
- its
BH, EF, and Height BD, GF = i,. Bisect1,0396971379780980840026
every Side with the Lines NK IM
KP, OOL
, LO, Kl.
__ _ _
'
'
ist Make lc, K/ - V2* x x 4- 2x*—
a 2490438064728731567504
= ,
, and Md, le
Breadth

= tf 2*4580629747136743676
= '
^ 327. and OX , PW =
- 4 = , 204402257477 ^ 5229019003 ; and KT,Qa = 2* - 4 = ,
. Draw
the Lines cd, cX , Xa , fe, eT TW. Cut off the3392867552141611325518526
Segments dcAXaEd, JuATWGf,
and
one like these off every of _the other shorter Edges * in all Eight.
idly,
^ y,Iy
^
^
= , 209019168240801210904915 ;
and Oo,M^e
Pz —
T

+ 2* — 6x282683368997288289023347
—,
; and QY, Kx = 6x
= 370061394381441012165059. Join IV, yR, lo, Yo, zx, xy. Cutoff
the Segments VIAoYEv, zxAyRGz, and one like oft every
shorter Edge; in all Eight.
3fy, Make Kg, Lp, N P = .Vxx
2 2— * _ —,05026679523598309798468; and
+4

-

Ni,Ok , Kr= / * x - ^- 7777 - 7 ^

= ,2640071581416949810118337 ; and 01, Nm

= — 44 ^ ^

- 275048449677254651382785 ; and Kn, Lb = iSx+ itx' - ii —
= ,40352106075106761372092 Join ig, gl, lb ; pk, kn, nm. Cut off
riwSegments
lgAlbBi, mnAkpBm, and two like these off every longer Edge; in all Eight
6
ptbly, M . ke Kq Os- 4* + 6x2 - 4 = ,235176896645195. 08632^ 1'
Join Iq,
q/ Is. Cutoff the Pyramid IqA/l , and one like it off every other
Angle- in all
Light.
'
ftMy, Make
- Vx x
,084617702500262803901865 andKw,
q* Vx
=

x

= ,298358065405974688576257

; and Iu,

= 4*4V2x —

- , 11364142521456021389996; and! r,M/S= 2x'V2x —,
32266059345536142380^.8-7
Draw the Lines^u, uy, yA, A tw, w£. Cut off the Segments
sf'tAwfGJ
'’
and one like these oft eve ry shorter Ed ge ; in all Eight.
^ '
6thly, MakeJ ^ _7 Vx x “7.v4 - 6.x1—
3
73C 4- 3,9**

— Vx

x

S 3x
—

b_

—4 4 ^

”

~ , 112666174399298896007295

-02255709826206261370695

: Or ,

because

this

; and
Extent

—
is

so

small, let Egbe = Vx x
'
5 ~ ix— 14M
» = ,4774429017379373862930475 and 12 s=
xV2x —,3 844461^77 186099600868 . Join
2a, a?. Cut off the triangular Py¬
ramid«2Aae, and one like it oft every other Angle; in all Eight.
7*bly, Ma keo », P// = x^ *
Qy = / a

= ,39589014143103397608255 ; and KS)
—0029239890894920510005
^
Yy

; and u, R £ = x/2 .v =
,384.
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,3844461877*n 8609960087. Draw the Lines M*. m, IS
, Sp. Cut off the
Segments MjcAmtEM,
SAI
^ ^G//, and one like these off every other shorter Ldge^ in all
E, |tWy
After all these 56 Sections are difpatch’d, there will remain in the middle of
the Bale AGFE, a little Square, and another in the staLl- MM , .upon which Diagonals
mult be drawn, cJc. and tour small Segments cut off: either,mentis directed in the 4U1§
of the former Method, amounting to Eight more, being Sethi*rhombs.
otbh There will still remain Sixteen Quadrilateral Planes like ADBE, Fig. 45 . upon
every of which, from the AnglesB and A Jet off Al = BK = 2xWi = 2090191624,
08012109034. Draw the transverse Lines AK, BI, and the like on every of the Planes,
bv which Sixteen small triangular Pyramids may be cut off, forming so many more ot
the Semi-rhombs, and finishing the Body by Eighty Sections.
The longer Diag onal of t he Rhomb = Vi 2— * = ,4008905646006636424.
The shorter = V6*»- * = ?2&S! 4_^ I <5a5 543 823-

The Side of the Rhomb - ✓

- ,2330861595004686804 -, which

is

also the

longer Side of the Semi-rhomb._
_
to longer Diagonal * V5 - %K16x
>= 2, 9012769956165208116.
The greater Part of it - Y*x*—
4
■¥
2X* — , 22393347104547502859.
2x4
= ,066194228^
16177051^ 6.
The shorter Part - Y%x — -jx1 — Yr V .
The shorter Side of the Semi-rhomb - v -1 -b 4-x
V* 1h *6. - 8x4 ,09254530882251780855.
_
_
—
r2x 4*
—
:= ,
Its shorter Diagonal - YL
Y±. —
— xx xV
— xYix
— 4X3312935158748470503803.
Radius of' the Sphere inscribed in the Rhombs — \-b —5.,
r' 7
46A?
1
Radius of the Sphere inferib’d in the Semi-rhombs
S —■ $x i —

6« *

, 507913

-

720525049176094.

_
Radius of the circumscribing Sphere = Y±. —4 .x = ,53868201306193593715.
Radius of the Sphere circumscribing the obtuse Angles of the Rhomb = ±xY6 =
" ,513956° 745377H 928o2902. ' •
R adius of the

Sph

ere passing through the other obtuse Angle

of the Semi -rhomb

= Y\ — I ox7 — J-x5198
= ,
485689894990 435The Area of the Rhomb = Y^x1b1 - .047688871512 r 20^ 08 80-71?
The Area of the Semi-rhomb
Y\ X~ ~X*—
4 -t/889xr.4- 430X— 337 r=
= ,0187642392557926292446.
The Superficies 6ov/ix * -b 4-x
i -f 24Y\ fi- x — 4*1— \Y 889x^-b 43 ox—337
: 2^ 1167403292625 2028x2.
ic Y- x1j - - j-.v ■ 1 -b ot/ 4r 7x a- 174 -v1— IU - 1861 fax *- * o i 1
The Solidity
5 — y.v —

16

a;1

= , 552135132856199966628.

The greater Part of the longer Diagonal of the

Se

mi-rhomb extending from the

acute Angle to the Perpendicular from the Center = 4\Zb ~P
62094284.

The less =

~ 179410749425,

= ,11070695013603113832.

11 , A Solid
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11 . A Solid os JSinety Quadrilateral Bases, Fig. 43 . I , 2, 3.

This Body is contained under twelve Decagonal Figures,like a b c d ef g h i k in the mid¬
dle of Sch. 43 . ( 1.) each ot them compos'd of the Five Semi-rhombs bd f h k © and
Five Rhombs intercepted , a, c, e, g, so Eyerv of these appertains also to another of the
fame figures , so that there are only Tinny Rhombs , but Sixty Semi-rhombs very little
differing from the Rhombs in Size or Form . This Body may he most commodiously
cut out of the Cube,
44 . whose Siac . 84 , FH, GR, &c. are all = b 1= . Bisect
every Side with the Lines IK, s.M, RP , oh. IT , PQ
m ,L JMakei*
S’ 5
^
= ,190983005625052575897 j and RZ,
PV, LY, Md - _>2236067c,7 74997 896964 - rV&v s- Draw the Parallels WS , ZV,
Yd, Xb . Join SV, XY . Cut off tn~ Prisms ZVDSWbZ, dYDXbHd , and one more
like these off every other Edge ; in au Twelve.
2. Make Kb, If Rg , P , = 4W5 — b= 1180339887498948482056
,
. Join Bs Din
Dg , Ba, a/ . Cut off the triangular Pyramids BaD/B, DgBhD , and two like tiiefe*.
off every other Edge ; in all Twenty-four.
3 Make U , LI, Mm Mq P>, Pe, R/ , R<*, ia , it , Ta , Th ,i6666
= >^
>&c.
and L/,Lt,Mw , Mp,P »,PA RZRC .io , is , rn , t* 4V
=
* = ,37267790624996494 -94.
Draw the Lines kp , Jq, w »,_tm forming the Rhomb ABCD : Draw also
4 ?fy,
and 0A, A®, rn , ss, forming Rhombs on the other two visible Bases of the Cube (these
being drawn chiefly to mew how they , and likewise all the other Lines, must be diffe¬
rently placed upon the contiguous Bases.) Make Pi, Qz — -U.b ?_/,•/r = 279982*
111184265869 ; and Pu, Qj
= ,^ 7980 ^ 230269/ ^ . Join ' iy, ik,
uz , ut . C ut oft the Segments yiDkpEy , zu DtmEz , and two like these off every other
Edge •, in al! Twenty -four.
4. Make L«» M)t ~
—- ^ .W 5 = ,0339946333552797608098 , and Lx ,
—
rr 1’F= ,4320107332894404784 ; and Pn, Q * = 4r b — s r bV$0985083= ,
7590920562014045 ; and Po Qt
*ib — s TbV$44888126193190421
—,
f 105338.
Draw xu, i» ,ch, ox, nr, ns. Cur off the Segments rnD^ Er, xoUxxLx, and two like these
off every other Edge; in all Twenty-four : So that the Bodywiff be perfected by Eightyfour Sections.
The longer Diagonalof the Rhomb = ±b - ±bV5 = ,381966011250105151795413.
The shorter Diagonal of the Rhomb and Semi-rhomb = ±bVs - ib = 2060113295,
8329827348The Side of the Rhomb , and longer Side of the Semi-rhomb = 45/3 3 — We —

--- ,2169900352936706895747.

The longer Diagonal of the Semi-rhomb = > >b 3388260053
= ,

7I ^ ; longer Part of it = ±b -4

the Circumscribing

V33

HV

5-

-2899717-

&V5 = ,1909830056250525758977-

The
- ^ of ffthe sSemi-rhomb=
.,b^ 147842999
= ,
The shorter
shorter Side

9'"The Radius of

^

^ 735^*- ^ 4°v 5^180188011647142b
- , i8o i88oii645U28-

Sphere = 45/15 — 4^^ ? — >737233134659634-

897913.

The Radius of the inscrib’d Sphere — }b — ,5,
Radius of the Sphere circumscribing the obtuse Angles of the Rhombs = ,510499918686741406174 .1914217 .
6 nonius

_ T.h^V
r T ff e/5 "SPhere‘^
unrferibing the other olm.fe Angle of
~TT
52I3996092839746455986
-.

the

...Ys

Semi-rhombs
T^
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The Area of the Rhomb —fbbV'> —-jbb 0393446629166316160681956114.
—,
The Area of the Semi-rhomb —
— ,0349009979276122088797923
The Superficies —
- VV &* — 3, ^74399763,5568101483340704.
The Solidity
'-^ bW5 — W +b*,545733
=
*93859 *80169138901173.

it.

12. A Solid of One hundred and twenty Quadrilateral Bases, Fig. 47. 1,2,3.
This Body comprehended under Sixty Rhombs and Sixty Semi-rhombs, consists of
Twelve Decagonal Figures, like ab cd efg h i k © represented in the middle of the
Draught ( 1) (compos’d of Five Semi-rhombs and Five Rhombs) evidently distinguisli’d,
and not at all interfering with each other, being surrounded with several Rings or Chains,
each consisting of Ten Rhombs connected in the acute Angles, which apparently di¬
stinguish this Body from that of Ninety Bales, to which it bearsa near Resemblance.
It scarce need be suggested, that it cannot, without great Inconvenience and Confusion*
be cut immediately out of the Cube, since the Lines must unavoidably be so numerous,
as with the utmost Care and Caution scarce to be distinguishable: I have therefore rather
chosen to perform it at twice.
_ _
Let the Sides of the Cube, Fig. 46 . AE, BF, HG, &c. be - bVz —*^ 5 1,051462=
224 *3826721205 *. Bisect every Side with the Li nes IK, MN , NP , LO, OR, IQ.
1. Make NV . MW , Oa, Lb = 4^ 4 iV/y
- ,262865556059566803013 ; and
IS, KX , Rw, Ou - LbVi 44V5
—
= ,1004057079431136399 . Draw the Parallels
VW , uw, XS , ba. Join Vu> Sa. Cut off the Prisms WVDuwEW , XSDabBX , and
one more like these off every other Edge ; in all Iwelve . _
__ _
idly, Make IT , IU , KY, KZ , Nk , Nc , Pm , Pq - bVi 4V5
= ,324919696232^
90632615587 , and Oe, Id, Lh, Qp - \ bs/%—
2V
5 = ,29061701120213687456 ; and
Og , In Lf Qo = 1 wi 47022820183
= ,
^97850333496 . Draw the LinesZT,
YU , gh, ft, cq , km, np, do. Join Ue , Tg, cd, kn. Cut off the Segments YUDe/BY,
ZTDghBZ , and two more like these off every of the other Edges ; in all Twentyfcur.
idly, Make
Kk, n/ 3, o y — zWj- — 44-4 ; — ,4016228 ? 1772454 ; 597 ^ and
IZ, Of Na, Ny , M£, M9 — ^bV5 — 2V5 = ,14530850560106843728 ; and Ot, Nu,
Ir = Wt — WV5 = ,0474051448071308127023 . Join x°t, «t, tx, andzu , vy, yz,
and x(i, if , ft. Cut
oft the three triangular Pyramids <*Dtxa, z-jDyz, r£D/r, and three
more like these offevery of the other Angles ; in all Twenty-four.
By these Sixty Sections will be form’d a Body of Sixty Quadrilateral Bases like ACGB,
Fig. 48 . upon every one of which from the Angles B and C set off TfbV ' -y V?
- %
= , 1648130623238083164636 — CE= BF. Draw the Lines BE, CF on every Base,
whereby Sixty small Pyramidal Segments may be cut off, which will perfect the Body.
The longer Diagonal of the Rhomb = bV1 — 4V5 — ,32491969623290632615587.
The shorter — -\ b
~bY5 = ,1909830056 *50525758977.
The Side of the Rhomb, and the longer Side of the Semi rhomb = fbV '4 44
—
-Y5
= , 18844582605994685792925 .
_
The longer Diagonal of the ^Semi-rhomb = 1hbV *4 — ‘44 V5 = ,285545276667087097807 .
The longer Part of it terminating in the shorter Diagonal = fbV '4 — 44 V5 =s
^1700297859235 ^2293499 _
* The shorter Part thereof =
- fWs 115505490743584804278557
- ,
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The longer Part of it that terminates in a Perpendicular from the Center= £v^ V
= ,r 7?2t7804 ) 077922904 88 ?5 - 7.
The shorter Part = -AbV-^ — ~~rYsi — , ?o?274721 7929 4807? 216.
?1= ,
The shorter Diagonal of the Semi-rhomb = bY±— rW$ 16247984811647
, _

63077935-

The shorter Side = -fcbY*4 1— 4^Vs - ^ 4! 2^ 84238082898971 ?9.
= , .573'l5IalI 9I 3?6oThe Radius of the circumscribing Sphere — 6Vt —■- W 752

602769.
The Radius of the Sphere circumscribing the obtuse Angles of the Rhombs equal to
^yTTTTiVj = ,7o9o? 696o477i 272i 8o92.
4 The

_l

Radius of

the Sphere circumscribing the other Angles of the Semi-rhombs =

,7' 89276?0227 ri 78717479) 6.

The Radius of the Sphere inscrib’d in the Rhombs = ' 0 = ,7.
The Radius of the Sphere inscrib’d in the Semi-rhombs

36670748913760844.

._

—
The Area,©!' the Rhomb = ~bbv~ ' iivc
The Area of the Semi-rhomb=

=
The Superficies
2?958?94iz.
The Solidity of the Body

2479141979479535 - »v

„, ,

-- ; ?r9482nz867278 ?59i.
7,9 ^^ 502
4+
—24/ j -l LihwTTZ-7777777 _ , „
^ . .^ 07,9 - 29,91/7= Z, 25??l? 72o???o-

3882.

„ „ „ t_ _ ,

t4t> / 5 = ,702297-

I-- V6 .5 —

.,/14887

2,

9/5

85 - - 82/5 — ,74 ?28?7?-

— 6 <t

-f —

These Six last Bodies, the Number of whose Bases amount to Sixty or upwards , may
very commodiously , and with much less Intricacy and Labour of Calculation and Delineation, be cut out of a Sphere (provided it be truly fotm’d, and rightly prepafd )

. with as much
, Fig. 49. Hate III. First fix the PolesA, 13
the Sphere
Accuracy as possible, since the Truth of all the rest depends thereupon . Next draw the
Equator DE , or the great Circle , which bisects the Sphere , whole visible Center is ei¬
ther of those Poles A or B : Divide this Circle into ten equal Parts, of which Six Points
In order

, in
hereto

only, i. s . D , a, d, / , g, E, appear in the Scheme : Through each of these ten Points
draw Meridians or great Circles coinciding in the Poles A and B. Hereby the Sphere
will be prepar ’d for the drawing and forming Five of the Six Bodies, viz. all except that
of Eighty four Bases. The Five Meridians or great Circles last drawn , are to be thus divided (viz. every Semi¬
circle alternately alike , beginning the next always at the Pole opposite to that where the
former was begun.) Supposing the Equator DE divided into ?6o Degrees and their pro¬
per Parts , take from thence, or from a Line of Chords of the lame Length with the Radius
set off AR = BY = AX = BZ = AW = BV, Set a
;
of the Sphere, 6 ?, 26, 07 8and
( which will be precisely Ten ) as here ©. Make BI
Points
those
of
Mark upon every
= AP - BL = AO = BS = AF = ?/ , 22 , ? 8> — RH = YM - XK = ZN = WQ.
= VG : Whereby every Circle will be divided into Eight unequal Parts , or fix Points will
be found in each besides the two Poles.
Fig 49 . The Diameter of the Sphere to render the Altitude of the Body of Sixty
•+ 6/5 1= .083890766696328737188.
Triangles = 1, must be -Yio — Ys —V30
' The
'
Zz

-o
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The Chords suited thereto must be, for 37, 22, 38* --- ,34730662298 ; for 63 26', 058
, ^6983497326 . The thirty -two Points found as above, represent all the solid Angles of
this Body, lo that lesser Circles drawn through every three next adjacent Points , as
PRM , PMX , PAO, PXO , OXN , XNK , KNZ , (whose Centers and Semidiameters are
easily obtain ’d from thole three Points in the Circumference ) shall circumscribe the sixty
Triangles,by which the Segments may be cut off, observing to continue the Lines or Chords
on each Plane after every Section.
The Body of Sixty Semi rhombs may be thus delineated upon the Sphere . Bisect
the Arches of those great Circles which connect every two mark ’d Points that are nearest
to each other , as the Point b bisects the Arch AR, and/,q , r,C , t,
the ArchesRX,
RY , XY, XZ , YZ , BY, XA, &c. These middle Points b,/ , q,r , C , t, >, «, <h, &c. shall
be the Centers , and the Distance from thence to either of the next mark’d Points the Semidiameters , whereby all the sixty little Circles may be drawn , and the Segments cut
by them , continuing the Chords on every Pl ane : The Diameter of the Sp here to render
the Altitude of this Body = 1, must be — VT5 — 2^ 5 — 4/10 — 2/5 = 1,0998584,
d
/
//
d
f
si
8504451316673 : The Chords for 37, 22, 38 *, is ,33960605802 ; for 63, 26, 058,
,557200457915.
For the Solid of Eighty Triangles , the Diameter of the Sphere to make its Altitude
d
,„
— r , must be 4/15 — [V 3 = 1,070466269319269796 : The Chord for 63, 26, 058,
is , 562777298915 . To delineate it upon the Sphere, the Arches of thole great Circles
which connect the matk ’d Points being bisected as in the preceding , thole middle Points
b,/ , q, r, C , t, y, c& . and the mar ’kd Points will represent all the solid Angles of this Body;
therefore if small Circles be drawn through every three of these Points that are nearest
each other ( whose Centers and Semidiameters are easily found ) all the Eighty Triangles
will be circumscrib ’d, and Segments may thereby be cut , which will perfect the Body.
For the Body of Ninety Bases,the Sphere must be of the lame Diameter , and the Chords
the seme with the preceding of Eighty Triangles , and the Delineation the seme ; for ha¬
ving found the thirty middle Points , viz. b,y; q,r,C , t,y> », 8tc. as above, upon every of
,
d
,H
them as a Center with the Semidiameter 20, 54, 18s taken from the Equator (or , 199206027792 , such Parts as the Diameter is 1,070466 &c.) draw thirty small Circles, and
cut off thereby thirty Segments, forming so many circular Planes : Through the Centers
of every of these Planes draw Diameters , as k e, perpendicular to those Arches of great
Circles which connect the mark ’d Points ; and upon the Circumference of every one of
thole Circles, from the Extremities of the Diameter set off eh = en = kq = km =
d ,
— 19, 30, 14.55, taken from the Equator , or,78732013695182457
such Parts as the
Spheres Diameter is 7,070466 Sec. Draw the transverse Lines em, eq, kn, kh upon
every of these circular Planes, whereby four Segments may be cut off from each, which
will perfect the Body.
The Solid of One hundred and twen ty Bases, to render its Altitude = 1, will require
a Sphere whose Diameter is Vz 2— ^ = 1,051462224238267212 . The Chords answer¬
able thereto, , are for 63, 26, 058 — ,55278628360 ; for 18, 00,0c , — ,16448493056.
To delineate it on the Sphere, the Arches of the great Circles connecting the mark ’d Points
being bisected, as in that of 80 Triangles , and those middle Points again connected by
others
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upon the middle of every of those less Arches, as a
other Arches , and these bisected,
d
Center , with the Extent 18, 00 , 00 , as the Radius ('taken from the Equator , or a Line
of Chords of the fame Radius with the Sphere ) — ,1644.8493056 , draw small Circles
which will be 60 in all : And having thereby cut off sixty Segments , there will appear
twenty Figures like tha t Fig. 51 , consisting of three double Semi-rhombs obtruncated,
coinciding in the obtuse solid Angle at C, viz. AEGBC, BHIDC , DFK AC. Make AE,
BG,BH,lD,DF , AK =~ ,1648130623238 , or in Degrees of the Equator — 17,42 , 48 -L
Draw the Lines AG, BE, Bl, DH , DK , AF, compleating the Rhombs AMBC, BCDN,
DCAL. By these Lines the other sixty Segments may be cut off, finishing the Body of
120 Bases.
For the Solid ofEighty four Bases a different and somewhat more intricate Delineation
is requir d. The Diameter ' of the Sphere , to render the Altitude of the Body = 1, must
be = =1,0773640261238718743 ( ini ^ . 50 .) Having found the Poles A,B , and drawn
the Equator MF , and divided it into four equal Parts,and subdivided each Quarter into 90
Degrees and their Parts , as the Capacity will admit , upon every of the six Cardinal Points
A,

B , F, M and C and its opposite Point as Centers, with the Radius 31 45 04”' taEquator, or a Line of Chords of the fame Radius with the Sphere ( or

ken from the

2947 1350790917 Parts suited to the Diameter above) describe the small Circles SRVT,
EED , GZ 1L 1QK, N jl , and another opposite to the first. Having drawn the two great
palling through the Poles at right Angles and dividing the Sphere
Circles ArBM ,
into Four equal Parts, upon both of them, from the Equator and Poles,set off 28*, 3/ 56A
or ,265492297339187 Parts of the fame Diameter = Fu = Aq == Mr = B\fcviz. all four
Points the fame way for dividing the fame Circle , i . e. f bd h : But all the contrary way
for the opposite Circle . Ex , gr. from the four Points last found through C draw the Semicircles uCr , qC/ , dividing the little Circle in R, S, T , V, its four proper equal Parts;
But for dividing its opposite Circle, the Chord 28, 31, 56^ must be set off on the con¬
trary Side, i. e. from F to w, from B to x, from M to y and from A to z: And Semi¬
circles drawn through these Points w, y, x, z and the opposite Center will divide that little
Parts . The like may be done for dividing the other Four
?• 1int0v ts proper
^ irc,t /■
small Circles : ret if these Four Semicircles be truly drawn , two Points will be found in
every of the tour other little Circles , one of which in each is visible in this Scheme, vh
a, e, g , k, from which the rest may easily be obtain ’d.
But since there is no small Trouble and Difficulty in drawing these Semicircles truly
’twill be much more easie and expeditious , from the Intersections of the Equator FM and
the two Colures or Meridians AFBM and ACB with the little Circles , to set off the
Chord 14, 54, ° 7* 4, taken from the Equator ora Line of Chords of the fame Radius

( or

,1

-6 such
3971089926579j

Parts as the Diameter

) = bR= dV=
above

hT

-fS -

Lg — Ik , &c. observing to set off all these Four Arches the fame way
= Ga *= De
upon the fame Circle, but the contrary way upon every of the Four next it on all Sides.
Hereby the Six small Circles being divided each into Four equal Parts , every two nearest
of these Twenty -four Points must be connected together with an Arch of a great Circle :
Bisect every of these Arches, and upon the middle as a Center , with half the length as a Ra¬
dius, which will be = , 2i > 50,433 ®~ , 204143600308 , draw Sixty small Circles, thereby
cut

p2
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Dimensions

cut off Sixty Segments, forming thirty -six Rhombs and Twenty -four Figures like ADBGF
*

Fig.

d

;

h

72. Therein make Al = BC = 22, 22, 2541taken from the Equator or Line of

Chords , or in Pans of the Diameter above ,209019x682408012 . Draw the Lines AC,
BI on every of the Twenty four Planes, which complete the Rhomb ADBH, and direct
the cutting off'Twenty -four Segments more, forming the Twenty four Semi-rhombs, and
finishing the Body of Eighty -four Bases.
Besides the two different Methods already exhibited of forming these Polyedra, or So¬
lid Bodies, viz. out of the Cuhe and Sphere, Five of them may be cut out of other Solids
before prepar ’d , i. e. both those of Sixty , and that of an Hundred and twenty Bases out
of the Dodecaedron; that of Eighty out of the Icofaedron, and that of Ninety out of the
Body of Thirty Rhombs.
. 1. The Side of the Cube out ofwhich the Dodecaedron must be cut , so as to render
the Altitude of the Body of Six ty Triangles deduc’d therefrom = b i — , must be
~ &/ \ ' — y/5 — / T70 — 30/5 — 1,274192015520x 6720019177 . The Parts robe

fetofffrom the middle of every Side of theCube must be = 4£/ 54 r —1± *Y$—10/51 —‘4V 7
= , 2433486 38901473921399106 — half the Side of the Dodecaedron , whose Altitude
will be = bYio ~~ Y$30— /
-f 6/5 = 1,083890 7666963287377883438 . Thegr eater Part of the Diagonal of the Pentagon — /;/y
— y/7 — / 390 — 174/5 =
— , 414009432787814923894776 . The lesser Part — ±bV y — y/5 — 4/17 — 6V%
=,3 34940666975276807946784 . The whole Diagonal —4- / ■4 5—y/7 — 10/15 —6/7
~,7489? 00 9974 i ° 7 i 72984 i 76 oi 31- The Radiu s of the Sphere circumscribing the

Dodecaedron — 4/V16 — 75/5 — 30/y
1 latem. gy

rhese Numbers the

Fig.

— 44V7 — ,68r9887l6i788679 ; r77i999.

73 . Plate III . representing the Dodecaedron

in piano may

P Jg- 53* he truly drawn.
Through the Center of every Base of the Dodecaedron draw Diameters parallel to
all the Sides, as HF . To do this with greater Certain ty, from the middle of each Side
set off IH = LF = -\W y — y/5 —- 4/7' r - ' 4 ^ 7 = ,1088288197631490 8720017
From every Angle set off upon the Sides 4- /675 — 299/5 — 2/ 585 4‘ 5 — i7 y *5/7
= ,2o8t 44976241766024013739 — AN — GM . Draw the Parallels NM , 8tc. Join
FN , HM ; whereby the Prism HFNMGAF may be cut off ; and two like this must be
cut off every Edge, in all Sixty , taking care to continue the Lines.
2. In order to the forming the Body of Sixty Semi-rhombs , so that its Altitude may be
— b — 1 , the Side of the Cube from which the Dodecaedron is to be cut , must be
— - /y — y/5 — 40/1 — 4/5 — 1,2479383 74072417061041474 ; and the exten t to
be set off from the middle of every Side is 4- /y
—
7 — 4/4470 — 1990/7 —
= 123797307770 012124797627178 — half the Side of the Dodecaedron : Its Altitude
will be bY 15 — 2/5 —4/10 — 2/7 — 1,0798784870 4471316672009786 . The Ionger Part of the Diagonal of the Pentagon or Base — - ^ ' 4 ^ - *-,- </7 — 8/87 - - 381/7
= ,4048299180,22031,918783 . The shorter Part = ±bY 'j — y/5 - 4^ 7° — 22/7
— , 32771,42837,11240,6238567743.. The whole = 46/ ‘i 5 — I4f^s .— 20 ^So—22/5
— , 73234 42017 ^ 272742629 . The Radius of the Sphere circumscribing the Dodecae¬
dron — bY1^ Z0/5
—
— 3/670 — 296/7 — ^66686750153680282577223956.

To

of S

olid

Bodies,
tec.
93
To delineate It ( i .) draw Diameters parallel to all the
Sides oF the Pentagons; or MaleIII.
the Sides being bisected make 1H =
LF
V<; S/
—
5/ - !—
5B*
= , 10641584151641026464975867 , and dra w FH, &c.
si .) Upon every Side from all
the" Angles set off DO = ^ 39670 — 17286/5 —
4/1542 s 1890 —6895554 .2/5 —
= , 21242 758 2518576352 377517
and BR = EP = -1^ /742095 — 351868/5 —
— 4^ 66755210260 — 29853837592/5 = ,
05766923871982197724598348 . Joyn
FR *ctP, PO, RO ; whereby the Segment HFROPHEDBF
this may be cut off every Angle of the Dodecaedron ; in may be cut off' ; and Three like
all Sixty.
3. To form the Body of Eighty Triangles lo as its
Altitude may be = b 1= . Ab
Jcoiaedron may be cut by either of the Methods before
as thereexprest : Then bisect every Side,and connect eachdirected , and ' all its Parrs must beTV
two of those Points by Lines pa¬
rallel to the other Side, which will form Twenty
equilateral Triangles in the middle of
the greater . These Lines will be the Bases of the sixty
Isosceles Triangles , and com¬
prehend the Bases of Twelve Pentagonal Pyramids , represented,
Fig. 54 , by the Lines BA,
BD, DE, EG, GA, whole Vertex is C. Fro m the ends
of all these Lines set off upon
every Edge both ways .\ Wi —- \ -bV 15 — -\ bV y — »■/ 5 = ,
17874375199898794305 =
— bI GK
=
, find 4/>/ ? — k/i5— ~bV' ~ * — y/5 =
,2168090212602117458358744
— Act- Draw the Lines DI , EK, KH , HI whereby
the Segment DCEKHID may be
cut off, and one like this off either half of every Edge
of the Icofaedron ; in all Sixty,
finishing the Body by 78 or 80 Sections.
a The Body of Thirty Rhombs being cut as before directed,
the Solid of Ninety Ra¬
ses may be most conveniently form ’d therefrom .
Suppose every Rhomb bisected by oc¬
cult Lines joining the obtuse Angles, which will be the
shorter Diagonals , and surround
the Bases ot Twelve Pentagonal Pyramids
represented , Fig. 55 . whose Vertices at C are
the acuter solid Angles. Fr om the obtuse Angles or the
Extremities of those occult Lines,
set off upon every Edge €
' bV~ 4/5
—
= , 1816356320013422147386 = GQ, = AV =
= BH. Draw the Lines GV, AQ ; AH , BV, &c. which
will
middle of all the greater , like GR AW, AOBP. From the fame form less Rhom bs in the ^.
Points set off ii/4 —- v/5
~ 262865556059566803013
,
= DL = EK. Join QK, KL, LH : Cutoff the Seg¬
ment AQCKLHA , and one like this both ways off every
other Edge ; in all Sixty , per¬
fecting the Body by Eighty -four Sections.
5. To form the Body of One hundred and twenty Bases,
so that its Altitude or Distance
betwixt the parallel Rhombs shall be = b 1= . The Side of
the Cube out of which
the Dodecaedron is to he cut , must be ~ - \ by \ io —
38/5
= 1,2200720322185559*04 63204- she Extent to be lec off from the
middle of every Side, must be =
_*TW785 82
—
/ 5 = ,233013023792165 80 23 277 29,being equal to half
the Side of theDodecaedron . The longer Part of the Diagonal of its Base = 44/1/5
— ~ fb396425434.
= ,
090717905826521517 . The shorter Part =
/i — , \ F/5 = , 32071491318185641883469659 - The whole =
5 - 44/? = , 717140347272 ^743246612172136 . The
Altitude of the
Dodecaedron

= - t .bY 5 -

n\b

= 1 . 03785 526045443074349591

2. The

Radius of its circumscribing Sphere = -.4 - /870 — 366/5
= , 6530229783 *48887749°To 3(Jelineate and cut it ( 1.) Through the Centers of
every Base of the Dodecaedron,.
draw Diameters parallel to all the Sid es, as HK, Fig. 56 .
Or having bisected the Sides,
from thole middle Points , set off - - bV^j y/5
—
— , 10420659216841 171249600 340.
= NK = TH. From the Anglesof the parallel Sides set off
/ ' / V - 4// 5 Aa a
= , 1124

.A4
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! MF : Join HM,
= _,i 124065386335258382745824 = F,M = DF. Draw ihe Parallel , in ail Sixty,
KF. Cut off the Prism HKtMHEDK , and two like this off every Edgewhich Sections give the Plains of the Semi-rhombs. _
— ,044501 5276Then from every Angle set off upon the Sides T\ £v'J Q ' — ‘ C V5
the other Angle
from
small,
ib
: Or since this Extent is
=
3360971112 5173 = BVGe
VOr if it seem
—D
eF—
= ,42152451995o? 21 893 529685
sec oft' ~xbV7
—4" V5 — , 1885114best to sec it off' from the middle, make Te — NV = ^ -bV'
fropi the Angles oppo,and
eV
Side,as
every
to
§615855609120195. Draw Fines parallel
—,26901—
site to those-Lines (as A) set off' upon the Sides AL = v,./;/ ,,v*{Actvct
^ 5
—
tVV ^ os 147
55159239663711561017 * and from the adjacent Angles set off he
small, from the
= ,027503456628863478912281 = Gt = Bn: Or if this Extent too
, 4385 225909554other Extremity of the same Sides set off -'J >V 12505 — 5582/3 —
off —bs/jUs — 3202C3
68125735 = Pt = Sn : Or from the middle of each Side set the
Segment eVnLteGABV:
=,205509567163302323413448 . Join Te,Vn; Lt,Ln. Cut off
must be cut
Dodecaedron
the
And by Sections altogether like this every solid Angle of
the Rhombs:
are
made
hereby
Planes
off three Times, amounting in all to Sixty. The
after every
Planes
the
upon
Lines
the
And due care must be taken in all to continue
Section.
out of others,
1am not ignorant that these Bodies may be cut in a different manner commodious
most
and
easiest
,
shortest
but these may he justly recommended as the
'Methods.
Surds,
Having propos’d to give an Instance or two of an Operation in ghiadrinomial
judg’d
I
)
Author
any
by
d
touch’
all
at
if
,
(which, I suppose, are no where exemplified
Method , but ra¬
it not expedient by so large a Digression, to interrupt the design’d all the Difficul.
ther reserved it for this Place; these Instances including and exemplifying
ties in the Doctrine of Surds.
Triangles, the re was
In the Calculation to obtain the Requisites for the Body of Eighty
— V/j is to
a Necessi ty of working this Proportion, As 4/V — 44-/5 — 3V26
to a fourth Surd.
TV/i266 — ‘ °J4 ,'v/ 5 ■+ 4V288605—1285823^5 •• so is -rV/ i y-—- y/3
- - y/5 . The
The first Work is to make out the Reciprocal of -f/y — 44 /5 — 3/26
-—/85005 —376203/5:“
difference of the Squares of 44 — 44- ^ 5 and r ^V 26 — QV5 is
. whose Reci.
~
and the difference of the Squares of the Parts hereof
hy which
+ 37 fi»°/ y produces
procal / ~ y £ TT drawn into_
^
6450^
0
400
_
4V64 — 44-^ 54- 3V' 26 ^L'Vv/5 hping mnlriplyMj I
to multiply the
the Product is the Reciprocal desired: By this ’tis most conven ient only
first, since the Root of
second Term t l/i266 — ' °44 ‘V5 ct 4^ 288603 — 1285821/5
the Operation much
of
rest
the Product may probably be extracted, and thereby the
3 — 145783 V? ; and f / ~ i 1ioo fn -f 1r n,
eased: 7595 4* 2814^ 5 X 1266- 10341^ 5 — 468075
4
2
20_
__
_
.• The square Root
39281916550V5
= >456206107150 —
x 4/288605 — 12858216518
- FE ^ /5 makes I2ipLhereof 309090/5 - 38359° added to
Surd
which divided by 751841, the Quotient O — ’V5 is that Part of the Quadrinomial
make
To
Sign,
Radical
double
a
under
resulting from the Multiplication, which is not
out

S o l i d Bodies

of

out the other Part , which is to

, isfc.

9 5

included under another V, one Part is 1266 —

he

’llpyr *
475^ :0^ 5; the Product whereof is = ^ = 2847185253970
— 1064601874^42/5 : The other Part is 7595 4- 2814/5 x ’/288605 — 128582/5,
which produce ee = 5U??.4Soo<;8*5.
18490V
5. To add these tw0 Surds wge,
ther ( being the greatest Labour) all the Parts thereof, multiplied respectively
, produce
0 '. 76 -^ ; ° i897Z - 6,7L?4? D6 ° ° - 4031 ^

166

694 - 700687887800^

„

^

.

Tq excra

^

thg

square Root hereof, from the Square of the ift Part Suhsttact the Square of the latter.

That is, from 87912,10072,22911,25723,72.958,06915,28960,15860,08186,27600.00
256

Take 814; 2,40169,62041,15908,67Z45,67892,54686,56548,12694,42020,00
256
of the Remainder 6479,69902,60870,09815,06 612,; 902 2,74273,59311,95491,85600,00
extract the square Root
9374r^ t,o

182

=

25455252947254344294368400

, which added to

cti— 74031600makes
^

of half of this is =

>TheRoot

77?4 Subtract
&

the former Root from the said greater

part, there remains
°°7u£ ^ j112^ 22^ , The Root of haIf hereof is sj ^ oy ^ spe.
the Sum of the two square Surds above act 4 - ee = l673 1687011701
- 18041108161
^8/?

To

add 2as the double of the two last found Roots — — 116881307377804
- 6ooii ;44iooW <s.
The parts of the Sum *LW ***vm j +

101403641761/7 divided severalIy

by

5452493281

the Square of 7384T, quote 41/925 -4- 202/5 ; so that the second Term in the Prorci_?”.
—^ c‘ ^iVlc e(^ by the first 4/V — 4~W$ —Scc. yields in the Quotient
">■/ ■^92'>4- 202/5 . To extract t he square Root hereof, let the former
part V “ T/f be -b, the latter 4/925 + 202/5 =
from the Square of half the
former Parr, 1. e. - 4;substract
—
the Square of half the latter/- cc =

P°

- U2LT? 2& *: The square Root of

the

Remainder7?8i - i444/ ?. f, e VTJfZZT 7c -

Vv ,
added ro
i. e. toV' ! _ - ;, iS V y+
the square Root hereof is <
cy %+ .. . andj. _
_

J.. / -

fill

_4

tv/

V, =
is

V — 4 ^ 5 4 - 4/925

+ Vg , ' 1
1 ,\ v ’
*
4 - 202/5

is

—

pives*the
l V7V/t
, ' 5*
awn
gives
tne Fourths
rourtn -—'-^ /I
V? 45 4-,Tb^
-5-4/4di ?5
186/5
—jntq ^ /ty
. F-. £,4/3
. F. the third Term,
Another Exa pe , which occurr’d in the Calculation for cutting the Bodv of 60 SemiRhombs ojitofriieDodecaedro^
te to sebslract 2/510 - - 25/5 - 2/71 ^ 6^ ^ 8/ 'out of /V — V A — 4/50 — 22/5 : Call the former s. the latter-r. The Sum of
the Squares, viz. aa -/ ee is l !i ! — ,s / -' /5— 4/ 7 o — 22/7 — o
lo reduce these two Surd RooS into one ! The Sum of their Squares, ukyltl ^ o3701972/5 4- 800 - 352/5 is 7832160 — 3502304/5 : The Square of their Rect¬

angle

?6
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, &c.

angle is 12428s23520 - 5558200322/5 ; tire double of tire Root hereof 157760—
— 70464 -/5 added to the Sum of the Squares , makes 79899 20 — 3572768/5 ; there¬
fore aap- ceJLL
=
— ’ .V5 — 4/499370 — 223298/5 . To make the Square of
the double Rectangle , or ^aaeet, no - 42/5 x 2040 — 90c/5 — 413400 — 184682/5,
to which add 315520 — 140928/5 the Root of the Product os the two Surd Roots,
theSum 728920 — 325608/5 is the for mer or greater Part : To compose the less 2040 —
900 /5 x 16/5 0 — 22/5 = 16/ 814500000 — 364255200/5 and
;
no - 42/5 x
x 8/122365 — 54718/5 is — 16/T27V961850 — 568838290/5 . To unite these two
Surd Roots , the Sum of their Squares is 2086461850 — 933093490/5 . The Square of
the Rectangle , or the Product of these two SurdS, is 2072024452283040000 ^ — 92663.
^7505269120000 ^/5 . The double of the Root hereof 2035694400 — 910389600/5,
add ed to the last Sum of the Squ ares, makes the Sum of the two Surds equal to
16/41 22156250 — 1843483090/5 ; So that 4.ES — 728920 — 325608/5 —
—16/4122156250 — 1843483090/5 is the Square of the double Rectangle . To ex¬
tract its Root , let the former Part 728920 — 325608/5 he —
the latter = c Then
-\ bb — pec — 1538803680 — 68817320/5 , and its Root, i. e. V- b1— 4c227740
=
—12404/5 , added to and_fubstracted from 4i>, gives ~bp- / p62 4c
— 2 392200
=
—
— 17508/5 , and Lb 4c
—
— 2 336720
=
— 150 400/5 , whose Root is 188/5
— 400 ; therefore the double Rectangle or 2ae is — / 392200 — 17508/5 — 188/7
+ 400 : This fubstracted from the Sum of the Squares 4-li —
5 — 4/499370—
— 223298/5 , leaves J-Ui — 'ctd- /5 — 4/499370 - 223298/5 - /392200 — 175208/5.
To rhe Sum of the Squares of these two Surd Roots — 8382120 — 3747976/5 , add
1583136/5 — 3538720 , the Root of 25054137210840 — 11204550051840/5 the
Square of the double Rectangle ■ The Root of the Sum is 2/1210850 — 541210/5:
Sotha t/U -U — ’ilj/y
— 2/1210850 — 5412 10/5 is —/ y
— 2/510 — 225/5 — 2/122365 — 54718/5 . gKE . F.

y

50^ 22^

Hereby it appears how operofe and tedious the Management of these Quadrinomial
Surds must necessarily be : And if this Course be not taken to contract and keep them with¬
in due Bounds, they will quickly excur into such an intolerable Number of Terms as will
puzzle and confound the most acute and dextrous Artist.

FINIS.

